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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF THE VISUAL CREATIVE PROCESS THROUGH
THE EXAMINATION OF AN ARTIST AND HIS ART
SEPTEMBER 1994
ROGER L. PRESTON, B.S., ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE
M.E.D., FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE
Ed. D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed By: Professor Doris J. Shallcross
•'

This study explores the nature of the visual creative process of an artist. Most of
the literature is secondary and seems only to meet the needs of the writer, critic or
publication. This is a limited study, because as an artist I created a body of work on the
Macintosh computer to track the creative process.
Because of this special subjectivity, my project was intensely personal, dealing with
my own feelings, memory, and psychological makeup. Though limited, the study does,
nevertheless, add to the literature about the creative process. I have choosen the Holocaustan historical event because its scale and its particular horrors, touch all people.
I shared my art work with Holocaust survivors, and asked them for responses.
Their responses were a crucial part of my research. In this way I hope to broaden
knowledge about the impact that the visual arts have, and how that impact happens.
Finally, this research has pedagogical implications to help define the creative process in the
visual arts. My own creative process, noted by me, served as a model of one possible way
the visual creative process works, and this model was useful in leading students to uncover
their own processes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The primary purpose of this study was to look at the visual creative process of an
artist. This is a study of the visual creative process through the examination of one’s inner
dimensions: emotional, formal, and intellectual, through the use of external shapes, forms
and media as personal, symbols to express the layers as personal, nonverbal symbols to
express the layers of the internal dimensions.

Before examining the literature, I will frame the problem and the purpose of the
study, and share some back ground.

As a teacher of the visual creative arts I have found few resources in the
professional literature to assist the art educator in evoking the creativity of students. This
study is designed to generate such resources by tracking and documenting the creative
processes of an artist and relating this to the personal experiences of people who view his
work.

Statement of the Problem
A scan of the current scene reveals many reasons why there are so few resources to
assist arts educators in evoking the creative process in their students—from the attitudes and
assumptions of society at large to the limitations of artists and critics in their ability to
describe the inner processes of creativity and the general devaluing by the educational
establishment of such an intuitive subjective achievement.
By and large our society at this time accepts the written word as a primary means of
communication—a way of expressing one's internal perceptions to others—but tends to
1

minimize the same type of thought transfer happening through visual means. Visual artists
are often seen as not knowing what they are doing, or not understanding the products they
create. We look to a verbal description to tell us what a visual image is really about: we rely
on the typed descriptions of paintings in a gallery to tell us what we are seeing rather than
trusting that the art work can communicate and that we can receive. But this is a precarious
process as Herbert Reed observes in his introduction to Paul Klee on Modem Art
"An art like painting is itself a language-a language of form and colour in which
complex intuitions are expressed. The necessity for plastic symbols of the art of
painting is to some extent dictated by the inadequacy of our linguistic means of
communication. To explain art, therefore, is often an effort to give words to
nameless processes, to actions otherwise confined to instinctive
gestures."Read, [1948].

One may wonder, that, whether the artist him/herself can adequately describe the
creative process. We can see that as a visual artist, one works alone in a world created by
the inner self. This inner self is the personal, nonverbal, visual perception of ideas and
feelings that become art. The well known artist Ben Shahn wrote about this inner self, “The
moving toward one's inner self is a long pilgrimage for a painter. It offers many temporary
successes and high points, but there is always the residuum of incomplete realization which
impels him on to the more adequate image." [Shahn,1957]. The need to create this
"adequate image" is the very heart of the visual creative process; it is what one is doing
when one paints or draws.

Yet few artists have been able to elucidate the inner processes of creating this
image, and when they do, it is not highly regarded by some authorities. As Shahn writes
further:
"It is a curious paradox that, highly as the university esteems the work of art, it
tends to take a dim view of the artist as an intellectual. ... one encounters the
curious view that the artist does not know what he is doing. It is widely and
sometimes explicitly stated that the artist, however great his art, does not
genuinely understand it, neither how he produced it, nor its place in the culture
and in history." [Shahn, 1957].
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These difficulties are further compounded by the fact that most of the writing about
an artist's work is done by someone else, often a non artist. The writer most often deals
with secondary information, such as that taken from an artist in an interview. Here we are
dealing with interpretation, not the actual creative process. Both the artist and the writer
deal with the creative process after the fact, if at all. The creative process for an artist is so
natural that few are aware of, or are able to describe, the nonverbal, creative visual process.
Because the artist is dealing with feelings, shapes and colors, often there are no words
available at the time of creation of his/her work. The artist must sometimes struggle to
translate the visual feelings, shapes and color into words, but this is at best a "translation"
and never says exactly what was intended.

Rudolf Amheim in his book Visual Thinking suggests that thoughts need shape and
that this realm of existence of thought is not necessarily conscious,... "concepts are
perceptual images and ... thought operations are the handling of these images" [Amheim,
1969]. That might explain why the artist struggles in explaining created work or might
disagree with words used to describe the created work. Arnheim states, "Thought needs
discrete types, and perception is geared to supply it, but the structure of the raw material of
experience does not furnish neat dichotomies, simple either-or's; it consists of ranges,
shades, gliding scales." [Arnheim, 1969].

So it is quite difficult for anyone to write adequately about the creative process,
especially the viewer or the critic who does not have direct experience with the process
itself.
Our educational systems contribute to these problems in the ways they value and
rely on the verbal mode at the expense of the visual. Our system relies on words to
communicate; and intuitive understanding, which is not possible to measure or quantify, is
thought to be less important, and is often overlooked. It is certainly not taught, and mostly
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not valued. This means that though we are a profoundly visual culture, most of us are
visually illiterate. We do not know how to comprehend our own visual "thoughts” nor how
to communicate them. The artist thinks visually and trusts the nonverbal fragments of the
work to express the meaning of the piece. Words are abstract ideas and because of their
limitations we miss the real meaning unless we carefully examine the works of art and the
personal aesthetic experience of both the artist and viewer.
There are implications for teachers and teaching. In my years of teaching visual arts
at Atlantic Union College, I have observed that my students have little or no experience in
the nonverbal creative process of the visual arts. Logical, sequential thinking continues to
be the mode of learning and expressing what one has learned. Further, visual arts education
tends to happen in two extreme ways, neither of which helps the student become aware of
his/her own inner processes, and create out of that. On one extreme, students copy the
instructor's visual style; on the other, they produce art without any direction, and without
connection to their inner thoughts and feelings. In the classroom, the medium, the process
of learning to use it, and the creative experience often get in each other's way. Shahn
continues with his ideas of how the standard type of education interferes with the creative
process.
Shahn notes that intuitive kinds of knowing must be "absorbed through a way of
life." Perhaps this way of life means we need a way of instruction that brings the
nonverbal, inner dimension to the surface, so it can be used in the creative process.
Another consideration about visual education; how can the instructor convey his/her own
process and show his/her own work without encouraging students to copy? How to
communicate with students visually? How to help students find their own subjects, their
own feelings, as well as to leam to use the medium? My research I addressed these issues.
In education, the visual modes of learning and knowing must be valued as well as the
verbal.
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Robert Sommer writes, in The Minds Eye. "They presented the reader with puzzles
and intellectual games, but these were almost entirely verbal. Even when there was a
suggestion that visualization was helpful, no exercises were provided to develop it"
[Sommer, 1978]. Noting further that "The visually illiterate children of one generation
become the arrogantly insensitive adults of the next." [Sommer, 1978]. He charges that,
"School, more than any other institution, is responsible for downgrading of
visual thinking. Most educators are not only disinterested in visualization, they
are positively hostile to it. They regard it as childish, primitive, and prelogical.
Classes in mechanical drawing, shop and the arts, in which spatial thinking still
plays a role, are considered second-rate intellectual activities. The dominant
realities in the academic classroom are words and numbers" [Sommer, 1978].

This strong statement, along with previous statements by Shahn, seem to echo
what many artists and art teachers have experienced.
The visual arts, in which spatial thinking and emotions play a role, are not secondrate intellectual activities to the artist and the people who want to understand visual process
of the art. The visual realities are not words and numbers. Hastie and Schmidt in Encounter
With Art, note how redefinition of subject and the ability to rearrange are common kinds of
behaviors in the creative process of art. "The artist must be immersed, committed and at the
same time detached. He must know when it is appropriate to detach himself from the task at
hand long enough to see it from the outside and evaluate it with some neutrality. It is said
that creativity consists largely of rearranging what we know in order to find out what we do
not know." [Hastie and Schmidt,1969]. Creativity in the visual arts is not possible to teach
if (1) we do not know how to think visually and (2) the visual is not valued as a mode of
learning in academic settings.

Purpose of the Study
For these reasons, I felt compelled to explore the nature of visual creativity by
investigating my own creative process and by interviewing viewers of my work about how
the images have communicated. My goal was to elevate the visual as a mode of knowing
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and communicating, and to consider the implications of this mode for teachers of the visual
arts. My purpose in this study was to provide art educators and their students with more
vital information regarding the immediate inner processes in visual creativity and
communication.
The general research questions guiding this study were:
—What is the nature of the visual creative process?
-What is the power of images, as compared to words, to communicate inner
feelings?
—What is the dynamic of sharing visual created material with others?
—How can visual arts educators convey to students both the need to master a given
medium, and the need to find and become aware of inner feelings and perception,
intuition, memory-all in order to create powerful images which are able to
communicate inner realities to viewers?

Design of the Study
To answer some of these questions, I undertook a process of creating a body of
work, tracking my creative process, and sharing this work with others, from whom I
elicited responses. Thus, I investigated the entire process of visual creativity, from
inception through "making" process to "receiving" process by viewers. I studied my own
process from the inside and investigate others’ responses through interviews.
I created a series of drawings, using the computer as the art medium. Drawing is a
very personal experience, and seems to me to be an appropriate way to track the creative
process because drawing is a "basic" mode in the visual arts. I decided to use a computer as
a way to generate the drawings because the computer lends itself to the recording of the
creative process in a special way: the stages in the various drawings can be saved, and can
be reproduced in their incomplete states to illustrate the workings of the process. My
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journaling and recollections of the experience provided accounts of the inner processes that
went into the various stages, fleshing out the tracking of the creative process.
I created a series of thirty drawings, and from past experience I anticipate that each
drawing took an average of six hours to create.
The subject of the drawings were the Holocaust. For some reason I have been
intensely interested in this subject for as long as I can remember. Both my memories and
my experiences informed my drawings of the Holocaust. Memories of the past-movie
newsreels and magazine pictures-were refreshed by viewing the film "Shoah," and later by
interviewing people involved with the Holocaust. The drawings were products of my
imagination, were fictional in that sense, but they were informed by the intense feelings of
horror and incredulity that I have about the Holocaust event.
I shared my art work with survivors and others involved in the Holocaust, and
asked them for responses. The survivors were asked to look at the work and to respond to
the drawings and share their first reactions and memories stimulated by the visual figures
and symbols in the work. They were asked to react to the style of the computer art and the
content of the art work. Did they feel the stimulation of emotion when they viewed the
work? How did the art work affect their feelings?
The viewers were asked a series of initial and follow-up questions such as:
1. As an artist I would like to know your reaction to the art work and I hope when
viewing the work you might respond by sharing your thoughts.
2. Please give me your first reaction to the drawings and what memories are
stimulated by the visual figures and the symbols in the work.
3. Do the drawings portray real and adequate information about the Holocaust?
4. Do you see other meaning in the drawings than what the title defines?
5. Does the art as a visual statement express feeling in a nonverbal manner that you
are able to relate to?
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6. Does the computer work as a medium for you as a personal artistic statement of
the drawings?

The survivors were asked to participate in three different interviews. The interviews
helped me in the interest in understanding the experience of drawings. The interviews were
held in an area where uninterrupted privacy could be assured. These interviews were taped
and transcribed to study at a later time. The first one was about themselves, their home and
families leading up to the Holocaust experience. The second interview was be their reaction
viewing the drawings of the Holocaust and sharing their thoughts about the drawings. The
third interview was a follow up of clarifying the participants responses to the drawings.

A grant from Atlantic Union College supported transcription of interviews I
conducted with several Holocaust survivors or their families or loved ones. I showed the
drawings to the interviewees, and invited their reactions and comments to the work.
Interaction with survivors and their reaction to the art work helped provide answers to the
complex relationship of the artist and viewer.
The Holocaust drawings have been shown in several museums, galleries, a Jewish
temple here in the states and in Tokyo, Japan. Being able to exhibit the drawings showed
that the work had artistic merit
I learned from studying my own process as I created, learned from showing the
work, and learned from interviewing others. I translated this learning into understandings
about how best to teach students and enable them to experience their own visual creative
process. I presented the work to one of my classes, had them create a body of work and
had their work evaluated by three raters to see if- the students demonstrated in their own
work possible impact from having shared work with them from my process.
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Data collection, and analysis
In this study it seems to me to be in two parts:
#1. The tracking of the creative process and
#2. The reporting of the experiencing of the viewers.
The data was created and analyzed through the use of the following:
(1) Body of work was created that can be looked at in the different stages of
development.
(2) Reaction to the work by the viewers was collected .
(3) Presentation of the work to students was made to asscertain possible impact on
their own work.

Creating the body of work
A major problem is to find a direct way to track the creative process of the visual
artist. The stages of the process are always destroyed in completing a work of art. To
collect the information on the nonverbal creative process of an artist, it is important to find a
way to document the work in progress without imposing a distracting observation of the
art. Drawing is the basic medium that an artist uses when creating ideas for a finished work
of art. A drawing also can be considered a finished work of art. When creating a work of
art with the usual art media, pencil, paint, etc., the stages are destroyed. The drawing
(thumbnail sketches, the 1st idea) are usually small, and are very difficult to record.
Photographing and video taping does interrupt and impose upon the artist and his/her
creative process.

The computer is an important tool to use when tracking the changes in a drawing.
This is because the drawing in progress can be saved in stages without destroying the last
change. The hardware and software allows the recording process to be done in a natural
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way. The computer does not interrupt or impose an artificial setting that the usual way of
recording art in progress would.
:•

.

O

The thumbnail drawings for this study were created on the computer, and a few
pencil drawings were copied onto the computer and then reworked on the computer. Then
the stages of each drawing, were saved to be studied later. The number saved were any
where from 6 to 20 stages. A personal log was kept and the visual process documentation
was recorded in the log.
Art is evaluated by the aesthetic qualities that it has and the creative process reflects
how the emotional, the formal, and the intellectual aesthetic experiences are used to make a
personal creative statement. This is why tracking a body of work is important, because
each work will not always cover each part of the aesthetic experiences. The drawings saved
will show how the nonverbal aesthetic experience is visually created for the series.
I looked at how the emotional moods of the drawings are developed with symbols,
subjects, shapes, colors, etc. thoughout the series.
I looked at the physical aspect of the design of the drawings and its organization
and reorganization of shapes. Using the computer and soft ware, I also looked at how this
medium was used in the creative process. The intellectual parts of the religious, historical,
educational and psychological understanding of the aesthetic experience were noted by the
reaction to the drawings by the observers of the work.

Objectivity
The design and method does raise questions about the objectivity necessary for any
credible study, and these issues must be addressed. My research necessarily has a special
subjectivity, since in the process of creating a series of drawings I was also be noting my
creative process. Thus, I acted both as researcher and subject for one aspect of my
research. The results therefore reflect this unusual arrangement. I believe this is the only
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way to approach this subject, since what I tried to investigate is the nature of the creative
process for visual artists, and I believe that primary sources; i.e., the artist reflecting on
his/her own process is the most valid source of data.
Rudolf Amheim notes, "I mention that a good deal of imagery may occur below the
level of consciousness and that even if conscious, such imagery may not be noticed readily
by persons unaccustomed to the awkward business of self observation" [Amheim, 1969]. I
am both a person used to creating visual imagery and one accustomed to the "business of
self-observation."
Indeed, for any artist the subjective process of creating a work requires moments of
intense objectivity in the natural rhythms of the process as he/she pulls back and views the
work in process from a critical perspective.
The authors, Hastie and Schmidt, in Encounter With Art, talk about the artist
observing his/her self and at the same time "creating." The artist must be immersed,
committed and at the same time detached. He must know when it is appropriate to detach
himself from the task at hand long enough to see it from the outside and evaluate it with
some neutrality. The process of putting the marks on a surface can be both the beginning
and/or the end of an expression of an idea. When I am making marks on a surface, I see the
results of the marks, and when they stop, then I study the drawing to see if there is any
sense of order. This sense of order of the visual imagery of drawing eludes the non-artist
and he/she suspects it doesn't exist. It actually requires of the artist a disciplined capacity to
move back and forth from subjective experiencings of imagination and intuition to objective
detachment, critique and reflection.
Since I am both an artist and a person accustomed to rather rigorous self¬
observation, I trust that I was able to track the subjective processes in this study with an
objectivity adequate to the task of observing and reporting the processes.
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Significance of the Study
This research will contribute to knowledge about the creative process, especially the
process of creating visual art. Much that has been written has illuminated the creative
process as it is experienced verbally; I hope to add to the scant literature on the processes of
visual artists. My research will help make the visual creative process understandable to
those accustomed to working with words. I hope that this work will shed new light on the
visual creative processes for both visual artists and those who seek to understand their
workings.
Because of the medium I have chosen-the computer-my research will add to the
knowledge of this technology as a valuable and versatile tool for creating in the visual arts.
The computer is such a new medium and it has been considered an applied art form and
has, in the past, been used only for publishing. The desk top industry has grown so fast
that serious study of the aesthetic experience and the creative process has not been studied.
Few serious artists have used the computer for their personal art. In the fine arts world,
because of its newness, computer art has no tradition. The design of the graphic programs
allows the work to be altered and the process saved. This process of altering the work and
saving it would seem that the computer could illuminate the relationships between the
computer as a medium and the inner workings of the medium of computer generated
imagery.
I chose as my subject matter for my drawings the Holocaust—an historical event
that, because of its scale and its particular horrors, touches all people.
In choosing a subject that touches so many so deeply, I hope to broaden knowledge
about the impact that the visual arts have, and how that impact happens. I hope to shed new
light not only on the nature of imagery, and the power of the image to trigger memory and
to carry feeling, but on the nature of the viewer—art work interaction.
Finally, this research will have pedagogical implications. These will be limited not
just to how to more effectively teach visual arts to students, but will help define the process
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of creating in the visual arts. My own process, noted by me, can serve as a model of one
possible way in which the visual creative process works, and this model can be useful in
leading students to uncover their own processes. This model can help them learn to
recognize their own feelings, materials, and the uses they wish to make of the visual media.
There are also some implications for the ways educators can use the visual arts in their
teaching, and the impact of images on learning.

Limitation of the Study
While there are compelling advantages, cited above, in having the same person
create the art work, conduct the research, and interview the viewers, I certainly must
acknowledge the possibility of bias and halo effect. This project is-and is meant to beintensely personal, but what I am investigating is the wholeness of the visual arts creative
process, the free flow of experiencing from artist through medium to viewer. It therefore
seems appropriate for the same person to investigate all facets. It remains to be seen,
hopefully through similar studies, how generalizable these findings will be.
A further limitation could possibly be that as I created this series of drawings, I
was learning to use a new art medium--the computer. My learning became part of the
process, and this had an impact on me. It may well have impacted the viewers, for whom
the medium of computer generated imagery was new and unfamiliar. This might have
injected a distraction from the full experience of viewing the drawings themselves. Further
studies with a more familiar medium or with subjects more accustomed to this one may
yield different results.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature provided a context for considering the design and
findings of this study . The review in part provides:
(1.) An insight that there is a need for the artist to have an awareness of the nature
of his/her personal visual creative process and
(2.) Identification of the elements that suggest the visual creative process, used by
artists to create their images for a nonverbal vocabulary in art. This nonverbal vocabulary
defines one’s inner dimensions; emotional, formal, and intellectual; through the use of
external shapes, forms and media as personal symbols.
There is a need to look at artists’ experiences and their personal visual creative
process in how they communicate their inner realities with a nonverbal vocabulary to
viewers. These inner realities of life are layers of the internal dimensions (encountered and
learned experiences) of the artist. These internal dimensions of the artist might become
apparent, when looking at the evolution and conflict of a creative work. These layers could
be referred to as what Stephen Nachmanovitch calls the creative life cycle. He states, “In
the creative life cycle we pass through at least three stages: innocence (or discovery),
experience (or the fall),and intergration (or rejuvenation or mastery).” (Tree Play
Improvisation in Life and Art\ Nachmanovitch p.191) He suggest that this creative
passage is developed as complex and interlooping phases throughout our lives.

Nachmanovitch uses an idea of Carl Jungs’ to support his concept of the creative
cycle.
“The artist's life cannot be otherwise than full of conflicts, for two forces are at
war within him-on the one hand the common human longing for happiness,
satisfaction and security in life, and on the other a ruthless passion for creation
which may go so far as to override every personal desire.... There are hardly
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any exceptions to the rule that a person must pay dearly for the divine gift of
creative fire.” Carl Jung
During the creative cycle of originating an art form, Jungs’ above conflicts could be
seen as the complex and interlooping phases throughout our lives. This is what the creative
visual thinking process draws from, as Duane and Sarah Preble share in their
understanding of visual thinking. They state “ Creative visual thinking draws from these
varied levels of meaning and intergrates the complementary modes of rational and intuitive
human intelligence associated with the right and left sides of the brain” ( Duane and Sarah
Preble , Art Forms p20) It would be understood that a person can react to the same object
in a variety of responses. This is because of the varied levels of meaning and experiences
that the artist has had with the “creative cycle” and used the “intuitive human intelligence” in
originating an art form. The “creative cycle” experiences could also be how the audience
views and reacts to the art.
It seems that Jung was very passionate with his words as, two forces are at war
within ... a ruthless passion for creation ... the divine gift of creative fire. This passion of
words could be considered a way of his sharing his feelings for the creative process and a
respect for the artist in using the conflicts as complex and interlooping phases throughout
our lives.
The Prebles also deal with conflict in the visual thinking, with the phrases, varied
levels of meaning ... rational and intuitive ... right and left sides of the brain. When the
phases of both Jung and Preble are placed back into the original way and compared to each
other, we see that they are using the idea of chaos in a creative way to show the basic
working of the development of the creative process in the visual arts.
If we are to take creativity of visual forms of the artist seriously then I would
strongly suggest that the end product ( for no better a word) is a type of visual narrative,
and becomes a form of visual literature. The visual literature could take the place of, or at
least be of equal status to the written word. Connecting and studying the artist creative
process with a works image and metaphor, will help the viewer and the artist to be able to
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read and understand the non verbal literature of the art. It is interesting that we accept the art
of the primal societies and the early Christian art as way that people shared their symbols to
tell stories of their past, present and/or future. Some of the same stories were retold when
the written word was developed and today these stories have become know as literature. In
his book Varieties of Visual Experience. Edmund B. Feldman develops the idea that the
newer visual media of the arts have been trying to restore the balance to the cultural
situation of communication, he states, “Over the centuries, the dominance of printed words
in the arts of communication and expression has produced an underdevelopment of our
visual sense and perhaps, a distortion of consciousness itself.” (Feldman Varieties of
Visual Experience p454V Because of the rate of growth of the communication and its’ new
visual arts media, (Cinema, Computer,TV and video) it is important to become aware of the
creative process in the visual arts and to develop our visual scenes to avoid a distortion of
consciousness . There could be that possibility, that we might lose the meaning and the
visual metaphor of the current visual expressions as we have the in the art of the past primal
societies. This can happen if we do not study the visual creative process of the artist and
their work.
It is not the intent of this study to develop a theory of visual nonverbal literature.
Part of this review of the literature is develop guidelines in what to look for, or what to
avoid when designing an study of the creative non verbal process. In setting these guide
lines it has been important to read the comments of artist on why they are visual artist and
that writing is not their major form of expression as a creative artist. What do they think
about the written word when both the art and process are described by a second party?
There are general statements of artist about their art, but little information about their
personal creative processes. The problem with the art literature is that the art is the object of
interest, but the artist, him/herself is ignored. You can not study a visual creative process
without the artist.
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Recently there has been interest in Women's Studies at the college level. The
literature from these centers have started to provide some limited information on revealing
the personal creative process of the artist. I think that the important thing about this
literature is that it seems to contain issues that are current and not the same repeated issues
of the past. An example of this-repeated statement about the artist is the statement of Carl
Jung that I used earlier “The artist's life cannot be otherwise than full of conflicts,...” It is
interesting, and it helps in understanding the creative process, but it is dated.
One of the accepted American masters, Georgia O’Keeffe, was concerned about
reviews of her work and did not enjoy writing about her painting. Mara R. Witzing brings
to our attention that O’Keeffe felt that her art expressed what she could not express with
words “ She was scornful of intellectual analysis, and her stated reason for writing her
own book in 1976 was to correct the “ lies” that she said had been written about her by
others.” (Witzling Voicing our Visions p211). Judy Chicago one of the most out spoken
feminist artist has both publicity spoken about her work and written about her work either
to defend her work, or to raise money for her projects. Witzling writes that “ ... her
achement of her goal, to find a visual language through which she could express her
“femininity” in her art...” (Witzling Voicing our Visions p369). The studies of both of the
women O’Keeffe and Chicago show that they needed their own visual language to express
their personal selves. I am able to make connections to the ideas and to the work of both
these artist. This is because as a child, I lived in the area in Texas, where O’Keeffe painted
her first important paintings of the southwest. Both as an artist and a residence of the area
where she painted, I have a non verbal understanding of her paintings.The connection with
Chicago was that I briefly talked with her, and in the process someone told her that I was
also working on a Holocaust series. She was interested in my work and asked to see the
work. After my talk with her I created a computer drawing as a reaction to the
conversation, called Distress. The drawing was used for a poster to announce a show of
my series and the drawing also produced one of the stronger, emotional reactions from a
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survivor. Later when her book came out on her series of the Holocaust, again I was able to
understand the non-verbal statements of another artists’ work. Reading her new book about
the project, The Holocaust Project: from darkness into light, it shows parts of her personal
record about her body of work and parts of the creative process it took to produce the
work. Reading what reviewers have written of her work and the documentation of her
work of the other projects as the Dinner Party and the Birth Project, the new book also
touches on some of the same creative and personal issues that I became aware of in my
work.
At an earlier time the surrealist, with their artistic irrational style stressing the
subconscious, placed their work beyond the rigid barriers of the Western imagination.
“Rene Magritte, a Belgian surrealist, disliked being called an artist, and preferred
instead to be considered a thinker who communicated by means of paint.” ( Art andPhvsics
Shlain p 233). The surrealist art invites the viewer to look at the work in both a logical and
an irrational mental process, to frame a reference in the space and time of the subject in the
work. Magrittes’ surrealist radical style is often in part understood without words. Shlain
in his book Art and Physics reminds us that Einstein violated common sense and found it
difficult to explain relativity. To show that new creative ideas can or might be created
before words can be used to describe the concept in both art and physics Shlain uses a
quote of Michel Foucault who wrote a book about Magritte’s work, Foucault writes “ It is
in vain that we say what we see; what we see never resides in what we say” ( Art and
Physics Shlain p 236).
As an artist and an art teacher, creativity is personally one of my major interests. As
an artist I have become aware of the different levels and the different responses to
creativity. The idea of creativity as an important element of survival in today's world has
started a large movement in its study . Creativity in the past has been synonymous with the
arts. But today, the fields of science, business, information technology and education are
starting to study creativity and there seem to be as many theories about creativity as there
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are people willing to write about them. Because of the different needs and interpretations of
each field there is a wide range of the study of the various uses of creativity
This project took on an unplanned direction. The process of this project seemed to
be typical of a creative visual process. The artist sees in his mind what the finished product
is. But as an experienced artist-he realizes that there might be changes, and that if the
creative process is given a free rein, that process may radically change the end product.
This issue is an important one in the research of creativity, in that the creative mind accepts
change at the risk of failure and/ or non acceptance.
As an artist one works alone in a world created by the inner self. In the book, The
Shape of Content, Ben Shahn writes " The moving toward one's inner self is a long
pilgrimage for a painter. It offers many temporary successes and high points, but there is
always the residuum of incomplete realization which impels him on to the more adequate
image". ( p.36) Often one sees the beginning and the ending in the hidden images of one’s
mind, To an artist, this insight is visual thinking. However, there are so many levels
between the beginning and the ending that have to be dealt with, that words are not
appropriate because they slow down the process of perception during the creation of a
work of art. Words disturb the visual process because words are so one dimensional,
(e.g.- the word cat. The word cat doesn't tell what color the cat is, or if it has long or short
hair ). Visually you can understand everything about the cat when you see it in your mind's
eye. Only when the subject (cat) is visualized and understood, can an artist decide how he
will create a statement about the cat. This expression of the cat as the subject of an art form,
could be made with marks on a surface, with a group of words, with sounds or movement;
and all of these ways would be workable as artistic statements using non-verbal forms.
Shahn continues with his ideas of how the standard type of education interferes with the
creative process. He states, "In the abstract, I believe that creative art is eminent in the
university hierarchy of values. But teaching itself is so largely a verbal, a classifying
process that the merely intuitive kinds of knowing, the sensing of things which escape
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classification, the self-identification with great moods and movements in life and art and
letters may be lost or obliterated by academic routine. They are not to be taught but rather
absorbed through a way of life in which intensively developed arts play an easy and
familiar part. For it is just such inexact knowing that is implicit in the arts." ( Shahn’s The
Shape of Content p23 )
This intuitive knowing is difficult if not impossible to measure or identify. The
inexact knowing of the arts means that there is always a possibility of change of the forms
in the work of art, even when the art is finished and signed . In the artist's mind the idea,
movement, the mood becomes real and he creates a work of art. Visual thinking transcends
the spoken or written words. This flux, intuitive knowing or visual thinking becomes
suspect to the viewer when he cannot find verbal symbols to express the logical placement
of forms that he senses intuitively.
While researching the creative process in the visual arts it became apparent that there
are many books on creativity but very disappointing to see how little information there is on
visual processes in the books since imagery is often coupled with creativity. Most of the
books have played it safe and stayed with the norm of things, dealing with verbal problems
and divergent thinking. Robert Sommer mentions this problem in his book, The Mind’s
Eve. He writes, "They presented the reader with puzzles and intellectual games, but these
were almost entirely verbal. Even when there was a suggestion that visualization was
helpful, no exercises were provided to develop it.(Sommer The Mind’s Eve p.140 ). Also
in chapter 4, titled "The Senseless School," Sommer uses a quote by Ward and
Chippendale, "The visually illiterate children of one generation become the arrogantly
insensitive adults of the next." Then he personally says, "School, more than any other
institution, is responsible for downgrading of visual thinking. Most educators are not only
disinterested in visualization, they are positively hostile to it. They regard it as childish,
primitive, and prelogical. Classes in mechanical drawing, shop, and the arts, in which
spatial thinking still plays a role, are considered second- rate intellectual activities. The
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dominant realities in the academic classroom are words and numbers." (Sommer The
Mind’s Eye. p54).
This strong statement and previous statements by Shahn who had experience at
Harvard, and Robert Sommer who is Professor of Psychology and Environmental Studies
at University of Calif., Davis seem to echo what many artists and art teachers have
experienced.
This study of the visual creative process has taken on several levels and has
demanded more time than expected. The first part was started with the usual research of the
literature of creativity with emphasis on the creative visual process. The key figure in the
visual process is the writer Amheim and his book Visual Thinking. Many of the other
writers refer back to him and his writing.
Because of the limited information on the creative visual process, the search shifted
to literature of art historians, art critics, and artists and what they had to say about the
creative visual processes. In reading books by art historians and critics, it is evident that
they also find it difficult to deal with the constant change in the work of the maturing artist.
The historian, or critic often has no way of determining why an artist chose that subject at a
particular time, that type of media, or that treatment of the media. Furthermore, how can
anyone but the artist know the endless emotion problems that he/she had to solve during the
creative visual process.
Another difficulty that presents itself is the personal bias of the critic or historian.
His/her reaction to the subject matter, and to the media used are colored by past experience.
Because of the difficulty with second guessing the artist, his/her choices, and emotional
state, the art critic or historian tries to catagorize artists through their major works. They
tend to pick works that will fit their preconceived ideas of a period in which the artist
worked on his main focus. They often disregard or overlook artist and the many influences
and steps that may have led to the work, in order to simplify and categorize. A example of
this is seen when looking at and comparing the two text that are used for history of art
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college classes, Jansons' History of Art and Gardners' Art Through the Ages. An
interesting example is the survey of the Impressionism artist. Janson does not write about
the artist Pissarro, but Gardner includes in the text part of a letter from Pissarro about his
art to his son. (Gardner Art Through the Ages p.285) Later when writing about art of the
twentieth century Janson writes about John Chamberlain's work as "A most successful
example of junk sculpture ...” (Janson History of Art") His art is not found in Gardner.
Again the comparisons of the two books that shows a difference of opinion of the sculpture
of David Smiths’. Gardner uses ”... destruction and brutality.” (Gardners' Art Through
the Ages p.946) This comment was taken from Barba Rose. Then Janson writes ”... "old
fashion" of subtlety of touch.... "(Janson History of Art p766) This sounds like a
description of two different works, but these are parts of the descriptions of David Smith's
sculpture of the CUBI series. The only way that I can understand and or agree with these
two different statements is to have seen Smiths CUBI series and to have talked to him, or
read or seen a film of a personal interview of him talking about his work. Looking and
comparing these two books show that different art historians have different feelings,
interest or knowledge about the same artist and his/her work. Throughout the literature of
the visual arts this difference of opinion is commonly seen. The object of art is the
important thing, the intent of the work seems to be recreated by the viewer and the artist
original intent is sometimes lost.
Since the artist is the only one who is totally involved in the creative process it must
be up to him/her to detail and record that process for the audience. It was this idea that led
me to use a body of my personal work to track my creative visual process. I had finished a
collage using computer drawings of the Holocaust. For some unexplained reason the
subject of the Holocaust has interested me ever since I can remember. The more that I study
my work, the more I realize that a lot of my work deals with bits and pieces of personal
experiences that I have had from yesterday to years passed. When I saw how my personal
art developed, I realized that each day is the last one and today's process is yesterday
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remembered. Sometimes the memories of an earlier time will return years later. Memories
and experiences are the answers to why I did the drawings of the Holocaust. In this case,
the creative process you might say has taken me over forty years to develop. Vera JohnSteiner writes about the maturing visual process that will lead to a personal expression. She
says "The shaping of a visual language of communication is a slow developmental process.
In some cases considerable time lapses between the early, impressionable years of
stimulation- of seeing the world as fresh and wondrous- and linking these sights and
images to a mature personalized form of expression.” (Vera John-Steiner Notebooks of the
Mind p. 91). I won't say that my memories of the visual images of the Holocaust were
fresh and wonderous, but rather vivid and disturbing. The drawings are from a world that I
have made up from my memories and experiences of my childhood, of what I remember
from seeing movie news reels and magazine pictures from the end of World War Two.
These memories of the past were refreshed by the viewing of the T.V special Shoah, and
reading about and interviewing people involved with the Holocaust.
It has made scene to use these vivid and disturbing images to develop a body of
work to study. The practical reason is because the subject the Holocaust covers many of the
human elements of the aesthetic experience of the visual arts, ( emotional, formal,
intellectual).
It was and is important for me as an artist to look at my personal creative
developmental process. The series has helped me find past memories and experiences by
looking the present work. The past and present becomes an important issue for me as the
artist, with the understanding that the communication of art is a slow developmental
process in the relation of the artist to art. In other words, memories past and present and
forms created for an artistic expression, are part of the creative visual process. This is one
of the problems that Otto Rank deals with in his book Art and Artist. He writes about the
experience and form, “ But since the artist must live as a human being and yet feels
compelled to make this transitory life eternal in an intransigent work, a compromise is set
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up between idealized life and an individualized creativity~a balance which is difficult,
impermanent, and in all circumstances painful, since creation tends to experience, and
experience again cries out for artistic form.”
My memories of the past experiences helped give the Holocaust drawings an artistic
form that both the viewer and the Holocaust survivors could relate to.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This research explored the nature of the visual creative process by creating and
tracking the process of a body of art work. The study explored different ways that I, the
artist, deal with the nature of the visual creative process. This study also explored the way
that an artist can share personal work by exhibiting and sharing this work with Holocaust
survivors from whom I elicited a responses in an interview mode. Later, I shared with
*

students the computer drawings and my personal creative visual process, and the responses
of Holocaust survivors to the group in an art class. After sharing the experiences with the
students, at the end of the term the students were asked create a personal body of work

The research design was as follows
1) The work was created on the computer and the 3 tol5 files of each the 30
Holocaust drawings in progress were saved to document the visual process.
2) After the computer drawings were created, then studied, the personal symbols
were identified. These personal symbols communicated inner feelings by the use of
non- verbal images of the visual creative process.
3) I shared the art with others by exhibiting the work and also showing the work to
a number of Holocaust survivors and recorded their reactions to the work. This
process was to see if the art had any creditably and to see if the interaction gave
another level of meaning of the work to the artist.
4) When the work was finished, exhibited and the survivors reaction to the art was
transcribed, the work and the personal experience of the creative visual process was
shared with a group of design students to help them find and become aware of their
own inner feelings and perception , intuition, memory-all in order to create images
which are able to communicate inner realities of the artist to viewers.
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5) A final assignment was presented to the students. This assignment was for them
to create a visual book that made a personal statement with the learned design
elements.
6) To evaluate the students* ability to make a personal statement, copies of their
books were presented to 3 artist who were asked to view the work and answer
questions about the students* work. A questionnaire was prepared for the artists to
answer. The intent was to search for intended visual meaning and to determine how
the students as artists deal with form and content in that search (and not as a
potential product for the marketplace). Within this context, these points were
considered:
1. The artist's use of unique features in the creation of the work.
2. The artist’s representation of himself or herself as the creator of the work.The
work as a personal visual statement. The organization and development of the
design elements.
I asked the raters to exhibit a willingness to engage with the work to be judged by
appreciating the process of this artist. This appreciation needs to be considered in terms of
how the artist takes risks using visual means and demonstrates intention in his or her work.
I also asked that the viewer guard against subjective bias, personal likes and dislikes about
approach, content and gender of the artist.

There are several reasons for my wanting to treat students’ work in this way. First,
our society at this time accepts the efficacy of the written word as a means of
communication-a way of expressing one's internal perceptions to others—but tends to
minimize the same type of thought transfer happening through visual means. Visual artists
are often seen as not knowing what they are doing, not understanding the products they
create. We wait for the verbal to tell us what a visual image is really about; we rely on the
typed descriptions of paintings in a gallery to tell us what we are seeing. Our whole
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educational system relies on words to communicate, and intuitive understanding which is
not possible to measure or quantify, is thought to be less important, and is often
overlooked. It is certainly not taught, mostly not valued. Though we are a profoundly
visual culture, most of us are visually illiterate.
Second are the implications for teachers and teaching. In my years of teaching
visual arts at Atlantic Union College, I have observed that my students have little or no
experience in the nonverbal creative process of the visual arts. Logical, sequential thinking
continues to be the mode of learning and expressing what one has learned. Further, visual
arts education tends to happen in two extreme ways, neither of which helps the student
become aware of his/her own inner processes, in order to create out of that. On one
extreme, students copy the instructor's visual style; on the other, they produce art without
any direction, and without connection to their inner thoughts and feelings. In the
classroom, the medium, the process of learning to use it, and the creative experience often
get in each other's way. The task appears to be to find a way of instruction that brings the
nonverbal, inner dimension to the surface, so it can be used in the creative process. Related
to this is the question about how the instructor can convey his/her own process and show
his/her own work without encouraging students to copy. The task is how to help students
find their own subjects, their own feelings, as well as to learn to use the medium.
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CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

This chapter presents the drawings, as visual data of the artists’ creative process.
The drawings are presented as “thought operations”. As stated earlier in chapter one,
Amheim in the book Visual Thinking says, “Thought needs discrete types, and perception
is geared to supply it, but the structure of the raw material of experience does not furnish
neat dichotomies, simple either-ors; it consists of ranges, shades, gliding scales."
[Arnheim, 1969]. The series of drawings are presented first as a group as it was created for
the study. The second group of drawings are with a collection of working drawings and the
process notes of the work. A smaller third group is presented with profiles of the viewers
and responses of the viewers.

In Chaim Potok's book. My Name Is Asher Lev, the epilogue contains a Statement
which says that, "Art is a lie which makes us realize the truth."

All a drawing is are marks on a surface that will remain only marks until our
imagination finds a symbol in those marks.
The drawings were a fiction of reality, of a world that I lived in within my
imagination. The marks that make up my drawings were the wordless effort of my
imagination, and the creative process, to express my frustrations, both as a child and an
adult, at not understanding the horror I saw in the photographs and read in the books about
the Holocaust. To me, this wordless effort that I have become aware of in my drawing, has
had as much or more meaning than words do.

Fiction deals with the truth of modern man. Our imagination, and the order in the
arts, allows us to experience the unknown and stay centered in our personal beliefs and
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morals. The Holocaust is not a myth, but my drawings are not the truth, only part truths of
my visual past, memories from my reading, and listening to people talk about their
experiences. Their truth becomes my fiction that tells parts of the truth. It is a creative circle
of the arts. My art is a circle of an interaction of myself looking at my mirror image and the
world that I am part of. In the creative visual process, as an artist, I hope to control the
lines, forms, etc., to organize symbols that might have meanings for myself and the
viewer.
In this presention of the visual creative process, the reader is presented with three
sets of drawing of the Holocaust. The first set will be the finished drawings and their titles.
It is hoped the reader will develop an impression of the intent of the body of work.
The second group of drawings is a combination of working drawings that in some
cases show the development of the finished drawings with text that explains part of the
creative process.
The third set of drawings are the finished drawings with the profiles of the
interviews of three Holocaust survivors reactions to the work.
These reactions will be followed by comments on the survivors reactions and how
they made me look and understand the work at a different level.
During the procedure of looking at the visual creative process, I had to make a
commitment that I was not aware of at first. It has been a continual process of go, stop,
back up, rethink, and reorganize. I had to look at my self as an artist as I never had to
before. I became aware that my art has many levels, that some of the drawings are not
about just the Holocaust, but at the same time about me personally. I have also made a
commitment because of the human issue of the subject. I have made a commitment because
of my wife’s encouragement, help and understanding. We have spent hours talking about
the emotional and moral issues concerning the Holocaust. She has also been an important
critic and defender of my drawings.
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My experiences with the survivors I never will forget. They made a personal
commitment to me by sharing part of their lives that they really didn’t want to talk about. I
hope that I will be able to return that commitment through my art on the Holocaust.
Basically, I think that the creative process is a commitment to an idea that is pushed
to the limit.
The work that I do is most of the time personal and a natural process. By that I
mean, that the ideas for a work develop in my mind's eye. I seldom work from a model.
As stated earlier I use bits and pieces from things that I have seen or experienced in the
past. The term past, to me as an artist, means anything to the immediate past of a few
moments ago, to the past of experiences both emotional and visual, even all the way back
to my early childhood. These sources of the past are the springboard of my creative
processes in the development of an artwork. These sources go through at least three
creative stages. The first one, is a non-verbal one, where I see the beginning and the ending
of the work. The second part of the creative process, is during the time that I do the work.
This stage is the reorganization of the idea. This is the period when I see visual shapes that
make sense to express the statement. I brought order to the art form through the intuitive
use of design, the media with an awareness of the emotion. During this time there is a
tremendous amount of energy in the creative process and because of the demands for order
of both the media and design, the art, many times goes in a different or new direction from
the original idea. The creative artist accepts the new direction and files the ideas that does
not work in the back of his/her mind maybe this will be used at a later time.
The third part is when the work is finished, and the creative process takes on a
different dimension. Then, the real meaning of the work has surfaced. At this time I look at
both myself and the work and see the ideas and feeling in the work that are not consciously
placed there. This third part developed when I live with the work, and/or have a dialogue
with critics and viewers.
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In doing the series of the Holocaust, I depended on my memory of the past visuals.
My memory and my experience was of hearing the returning soldiers speak and cry about
the war in church . Most of the returning soldiers from my home church were asked to tell
what had happened to them overseas. Their telling of the experiences never left me. I also
used the verbal history of the TV. documentary Shoah, and a lot of reading of the subject
of the Holocaust. It is not until I was part way through the series that I became concerned
with the question of how correct my drawings were.
As an artist I am willing to take “artistic license”, but in the back of my mind there
is that question of how correct is the work both pictorially and emotionally.
This question became important, because I was wanting to present the work to a
very critical audience, namely the survivors of the Holocaust.
The process of putting the marks on a surface can be both the beginning and/ or the
end of an expression of an idea. When I am making marks on a surface, I see the results of
the marks, and when they stop, then I study the drawing to see if there is any sense of
order. This sense of order of the visual imagery of drawing eludes the non-artist and he/she
suspects it doesn't exist. The reason for this questioning of a non-verbal expression is
explained in Godel Escher Bach, written by Hofstadter. In it, he states, "One of the most
remarkable and difficult- to-describe qualities of consciousness is visual imagery. ... for
we have almost no insight into what mental imagery is." (p.364)

The main goal of doing the body of art work is to track the visual creative process.
Several directions developed, all of them relates to each other in various degrees. As an
artist, I am aware that drawing is a personal experience, a perceptual awareness of form in
making a statement. Drawing is the key to tracking the creative process, because drawing is
the "basics" in the visual arts. An outstanding statement about drawing appears on the first
page of the first chapter of "The Language of Drawing." In this chapter, entitled, "A
Definition," the author sums up what drawing is, by saying that, "Drawing turns the
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creative mind to expose its working. Drawing discloses the heart of visual thought,
coalesces spirit and perception, conjures imagination; drawing is an act of mediation, an
exorcism of disorder, and a courting of artistic ideas; above all it is the lean instrument of
visual formulation and the vortex of artistic sensibility.(Hill The Language of Drawing
p.l.)
Instead of choosing the traditional media for drawing, I chose the computer
medium. It is a new drawing medium that I was in the process of learning. The computer
lends itself to the recording of the creative process in that the stages in the transformation of
the elements of the visual arts can be saved and parts of the process can be reproduced to
illustrate the evolution of a drawing. I find that using the computer as a medium is not
much different from using any other art medium to express an idea. I just had to learn a
series of new techniques. One of the main differences, was that I become very much aware
of the brain-hand-image-eye process of using the mouse and computer screen. I find the
reaction of the people that view the work, very interesting. Many of them find the work
interesting, and a few find the medium suspect, because they have never seen a serious
subject created with the computer before.
I planned to do a limited number of drawings that would help me to track the
creative process, but the emotion of the subject seemed the controlling factor in working
with the series. At the present time, I have finished 30 computer drawings; each one has
taken four to six hours. Several have taken up to fifteen hours. That time is just
drawing/working time. To time the other parts of the creative process is next to impossible.
I feel that I am involved in a major body of work, and the experience of the
personal creative process of an visual artist. The work has been accepted both for its
emotional and historical content by several Jewish groups. It has been accepted in the
artistic community and in galleries, and computer people are showing interest in the work.
The work has proven that it has credibility in the areas that I have exposed the drawings to.
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I can’t say that there has not been criticism of the drawings. Criticism can be very
enlightening, and help, or it can be very confusing, and downright aggravating.

The subject of the Holocaust is a very difficult one to work with. I will share an
experience that I will never forget. It was a very emotional one. Artists usually avoid the
emotional issues of art, but It gave the work the credibility that I did not realize it had. My
wife and I were at the exhibit of my drawings at the Congregation Agudat Achim
Leominster, MA. We were standing and watching the people view the drawings. An older
man looked closely at a drawing, touched it with his finger and told his wife ’’That is what
happened to my Grandfather, right there!". I was amazed that I had created a work from
my imagination and a viewer saw part of his personal history in it through his imagination.
A creative process seen and experienced in a moment.
The computer drawings that are to be viewed on the next pages are arranged to be
viewed as one might look at the work in an exhibit. Each drawing is the size that the
original drawing was as it was created on the computer. The exhibition size framed is 15 by
19 inches. When viewing this group of drawings, I want the viewer to look for the
symbols and the relationship of the drawings to each other as a creative visual experience.
The drawings are also placed in the order that the students viewed them in the class
room. While the students looked at the work, I shared my personal creative process with
them.
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Figure 4.1

Murdered

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
MI have lived, I have suffered, I have seen too much, I lost hope, I was murdered."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.2

They Had Done Nothing Wrong

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The hands and the barbed wire play throughout the series of drawings as symbols of death
and destruction."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.3

Railroad

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The railroad was just a place of reference. It became very emotional to me after I talked to
a rabbi who told me about his younger brother's ashes going up the chimney."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.4

S.S. Road to Heaven

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The Germans jokingly call the path from the train to the gas chamber "The Road to
Heaven" knowing that the victims would be ashes in a few hours."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.5

This Way That Way

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"They only had two choices. This way to the gas chambers or that way to a slower deaththe work detail."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.6

Distress

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"A woman screaming, crying bleeding, entangled in the wire with the skulls of her children
looking on."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.7

Again and Again

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"It happened again and again, train after train. She was told to pile clothes in a pile so she
could find them after the shower. Her clothes were removed by somebody else and her
ashes dumped into the river."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.8

Waiting

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"They were taken down into the chamber and their hair shaved .There they waited for the
shower."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.9

Echo of Death

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Gas dropping down, screams, tears, vomit, death."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.10 Nightmare
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Taking the piles of grotesque bodies from the gas chambers was an endless nightmare."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.11 What is Hell?

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Was it better to die or survive? Only the victim might understandthe intense terror of either
death or survival. Both were a hell in the camp."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Bodies were thrown onto the flames, death reflected was always looking out."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.13 Why
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Why is always the question. Why were we abandoned? Why the cruelty? Why the
murder? Why? Why? Why?"
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.14 Attempt
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"There were many attempts to resist. Both death and survival were forms of resistance."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.15 Dance of Death
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"It's not a dream that man is man’s most cruel enemy."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.16 Pile of Skulls
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"There were always piles of clothes and shoes at the showers. Piles of tin cups, piles of
human hair bundles for stuffing of pillows. All these piles were piles of death."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.17 Gassed
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"They were jammed into the trailer trucks-engines started, carbon monoxide flowed in. The
screaming of the dying men followed the driver to the mass grave. When the doors opened
and the mass fell out, the half dead were murdered.”
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.18 They are Dead
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
’’This wasn't the end-the survivors had to dispose of the dead.”
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.19 Work Detail
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Beaten going to work, at work and returning to the barracks. They were slaves of the
whip.”
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint

Figure 4.20 End of the Work Detail
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
’’After days of endless work, watery soup, moldy bread and physical cruelty, the work
detail became another form of murder."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.21 At the Pit

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
\

"Throughout the war, many victims dug their own graves and were given "The Gift". The
Nazis called this bullet in the back of the head "The Gift"."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The mass graves were as grotesque as the gas chambers and the crematorium."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.23 From the Ground
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The bodies were exhumed from the mass graves to the crematorium. The diggers found
kin and neighbors, nightmare after nightmare."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.24 Rock Doves-Free
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The pigeons may have been the only free things in the camps."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.25 Sorrow and Comfort
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"There were few things that could be shared."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.26 No Cup-No Food
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"A tin cup was a treasure."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.27 We Also Begged In Warsaw
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Many people died in the ghetto.Children begged, smuggled, stole and died trying to
survive."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.28 Roll Call
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"Standing for hours-waiting for the roll call to end. Other things also ended during the roll
call."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.29 Sowing the Seeds
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The regeneration of the people."
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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Figure 4.30 Rest In Peace
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gallery exhibition and catalog text:
"The issue will never rest.”
Medium used:
Macintosh Plus computer
Software:
Fullpaint
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The personal creative visual process
Looking at the next group of drawings, I hope to be able to illustrate how I, as an
artist, deal with both the problem of asthetics and the creative process when using the
computer and the software as a tool and medium. I personally found two extremes. People
either like the work, or it is suspect. The general misconception that computers and
software can accomplish anything, leads viewers of my art to suspect that the computer
itself has created the drawings, and that all I did is hit a few keys. People suspect my art of
being non-art because they have preconceived ideas of what "computer generated" is, and
how friendly "user friendly" is. They think that all one had to do to create the drawings is
to hit a few keys and the software takes off and does the creating. The truth is that the artist
learns to use the software and computer, and is able to master it, as much as he/she masters
the use of a brush, a pencil, chalk, or any other of the traditional artist’s tools. And they
believe that because it is developed on the machine, therefore it's not art. Computer jargon
is contributing to the computer art being suspect with such terms as computer generated
graphics and that term, user friendly," I have a Mac and you know what it’s like, it loves
me and does my work, all I do is hit the keyboard! " The computer doesn't do it for you. It
takes the same blood, sweat, and tears to use the computer to create an art form as with any
other medium. Using the computer and software as a medium involves a different technical
skill. The reality of working with the computer is that the Mac's mouse is the pencil, yet
you don't watch the mouse as you would a pencil when you are drawing on a piece, of
paper. The screen becomes your paper. At the same time the image created through the use
of the software becomes the pencil and the mind forgets the mouse as it continues to create
the drawing. At first, the process seems very foreign, if you have done a lot of drawing.
But after working with a program over a period of time, it starts to become second nature to
you. As an artist and an educator, I found no major difference in the creative process when
I use the computer as opposed to the creative process when I draw and paint. The artist
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deals with the integrity of computer art the same way as he/she deals with the integrity of
any other art medium.
Most of the drawings were drawn right in the computer, but a few were drawn on
paper with a pencil. The reason for this is that I did not have access to my computer at the
time that the idea came to me, and there were times that the idea just did not work on the
computer. All of the pencil drawings that I did were traced with the MacTablet transferring
them onto the computer to rework the finished drawing.
It is important to me as an artist that my Holocaust drawings are able to stand up as
art and not just as an emotional reaction to the subject. As stated earlier, the Jewish
communities that have exhibited the drawings have been very supportive of both the
subject, and the quality of the work. The gallery directors have been interested in the work
because of the combination of the subject, and how the computer and software are used as
media for an art expression. There is that careful balance between content and form in the
work Most artists that have commented about the work have been interested in both the
form and the content of the drawings.
I feel that the computer is an outstanding medium for me to use for my personal
expression. I am interested in developing the visual format and the integrity of the medium
of computer art. I want people to know that my drawings are done by me on the computer,
so I have to design my work to take advantage of the visual format of the computer and the
software. I do this in the same matter as I would take advantage of the grain of a wooden
block for a woodcut, or the grain of a negative for a photograph.
One of the weaknesses of the art generated by the computer/artist is that the
computer industry has overloaded the market with software. It is a lot of fun to play with
new toys. Many artists have been caught up in looking for better programs, and have not
pushed a good program all the way. To be able to develop a work of art, the medium
should be second nature to the artist, so the artist can express his/her creative ideas.
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The Holocaust drawings are created with Fullpaint software. It is a simple program
that has no bugs that can ruin a work. At the same time the software is flexible enough to
keep me interested in the process, and to keep using it in my creative endeavor.
For other drawings I have used the software packages but have returned to
Fullpaint for the Holocaust series.
In the group of drawings that you will be looking at, I discuss the visual creative
process I experienced, the evolution and changes that took place as I created the drawings.
With several drawings, I have saved the different stages of the evolution, from the
beginning, with a rough drawing, to the finished drawing. The problem is in writing about
the visual creative process, since it is a completely non-verbal process. And after the work
was done, I look at it and ask myself, what have I done, what was the process, where has
the time gone? Many times I have started a drawing with the idea that I save different stages
to visually track the process of the drawing, but I would discover that the drawing was
finished without saving the drawings in process. I lost all track of time and purpose, a
common occurrence in the creative process.
The paradox of looking at one’s own work, or in fact at any one else’s art is that
you always see different things in the work at different times. I have often said something
about a work, then the next day, the next month, the next year, I have made a completely
incongruous statement about the same work. This inconsistency at first bothered me,
because I wondered what was the truth about my art. Several years ago, at an opening of
an exhibit someone came up to me and told me what they saw and felt about a collage of
mine, and then proceeded to explain why. While I was listening to the person, I realized
that I had a similar experience at a different time and place, that I had forgotten about.
Originally, the intent of the collage had nothing to do with what was recalled at the gallery
opening. But every time I looked at the collage I saw a dual meaning in the work. After that
I was willing to accept the inconsistency of my feeling about my art, and trust my
subconscious to understand my work.
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In the next part of this study, you will find some examples of how some of my
feeling and intent changed after the Holocaust suviors reactions to the drawings.

Figure 4.31 Nightmare, working drawing 1

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing, Nightmare, was done later in the series. At the time I was working on
the drawing, I realized that the drawing would lend itself to illustrate the visual organization
of the creative process. By isolating the different parts, and taking these parts of the
drawing separately, I hope to show the process involved in using the computer/software as
the medium and also to show the basic design and intent of the drawing. Everything in this
drawing is similar to the process used in the other drawings of the series. Because of that
fact, I want to use this drawing to show the basic visual creative process of the work of the
series and not be redundant with the other drawings. I have been able to keep track of the
process and see how the formal process works into an idea by finding the intent of the
forms and the gestures of the human figures. One of the interesting things that happened in
doing this series was that I became aware of the intensity that the computer as the medium
of expression was able to take on. The computer/ software methods do not agree with the
old realities of the perception of drawing, the logic of design works simultaneously in the
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sorting of the sensory impressions from the visual creative process and their
reorganization.

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This is a rough drawing; it is the start of an idea. I was working on the computer
early in the morning, and was going turn the computer off. Then I had this idea of drawing
two figures taking the bodies out of the gas chamber. It was too late to spend any time
defining the drawing, so I did this fast drawing to rework the next day. That is many times
the way I create my concepts. I will make a thumbnail sketch, and rework the drawing
later, or even do a series of thumbnails of one subject to develop an idea as far as it can go.
One of the advantages that the computer has over the traditional media of drawing, is that
the different stages can be saved for later reference, or reworking, by keeping any part of
the process that you want. Sometimes one mark of a pencil will ruin a traditional drawing
and there are times you cannot recapture the original intent of the drawing. For this first
drawing it was important to show the intent of the two figures through their gestures.
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An art historian, James Beck, at Columbia University quoted Leonardo Da Vinci in
^^iaiiiQ%S.MilM of Painting. An Unconventional Approach to Modern Art. "Let the poses
of people and their parts be so disposed that they display the intent of their minds." In this
first drawing the intent was to show the two figures with the sorrow of their labor of taking
the dead bodies out of the gas chamber. A drawing is an illusion of reality, not a copy. The
illusion is shown by the shapes and marks on a flat surface that have no reality until we see
the intent of the shapes of each. We can construct a meaning after we perceive the illusion
of the shapes of the drawing.
As you continue looking at the drawings and their evolution, you will notice that the
intent is not just shown in the figures, but shown in the other lines and shapes in the
drawing that create a meaning for the artist and viewer.
The combination of the shapes makes for an exaggeration of the form creating the
illusion of the energy, weight and balance of the shapes to produce a visual statement.
These shapes/gestures may be identified (seen) as labor and death because of my intent to
make a visual statement. The viewers may, or may not, understand the intent depending on
their interest and experience. Rudoff Amheim states, "I mention that a good deal of
imagery may occur below the level of consciousness and that even if conscious, such
imagery may not be noticed readily by persons unaccustomed to the awkward business of
self observation." (Visual Thinking p. 116) Amheim also writes " By the very nature of the
medium of gesture the representation is highly abstract. The abstractness of gestures is
even more evident when they portray action." ( Amheim Visual Thinking p. 117)
Therefore the Illusion of art will become a reality in one’s mind when the intent of
the shapes or the abstract gestures is perceived. Then these abstract gestures reveal
something essential to the shapes that the artist uses to express the statement in his/her art.
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Figure 4.33 Nightmare, working drawing 3
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This is the working drawing that was done the next day. You will notice how the
intent of the drawing continues to grow as more figures are added. On the next page are
examples of drawings of two heads that I thought I would use later for the drawing. The
skulls also on the next page were to be used later. There are times that I will create another
drawing that I am thinking about and use it as a new part of the drawing in progress.
I will often save these because I will go back sometimes to these working drawings
and copy them into a new drawing at a later date. Using the software, I can change the look
of them so they will seem like a new drawing.
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Figure 4.34 Nightmare, working drawing 4

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
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Figure 4.35 Nightmare, working drawing 5
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The two black figures give the drawing a form of stability in the develop ment of
the composition. The figure on the right gives the drawing a great deal of tension, because
of its diagonal direction, and also its weight. The door and entry to the gas chamber
embrace the two black figures, framing the dead figures and giving some visual order (not
emotional) to their turmoil.
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Figure 4.36 Nightmare, working drawing 6
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The figure shapes evoke the mood of agony and death. They are connected and
disconnected, and lack a logical reality. The shapes that make up the design of this drawing
are arranged, or juxtaposed in such ways that they evoke emotion, depict the situation, and
transmit a message that, as an artist I want to express. As Burton Vasserman, artist, art
historian and author writes, "No matter how silent a work of art may seem to be, it has an
amazing capacity for talking to us, if we pay attention to what it has to say in the language
of design." ( Exploring the Visual Arts p. 12) If you saw the hands by themselves out
context, they would look like comic book hands. I felt that I could get much more effect if I
distorted images in the way that I did. The Holocaust was not a normal human experience,
so I could not use a normal shape to show the intent of the figures. In the book, The
Hidden Order of Art. Ehrenzweig writes, "Creativity is always linked with the happy
moment when all conscious control can be forgotten. What is not sufficiently realized is the
genuine conflict between two kinds of sensibility, conscious intellect and unconscious
intuition." (p.44) I know what hands look like, I also have to trust myself to let my
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intuition guide me. So many times the hands are drawn without any conscious concern,
only emotional concern. After I draw the hand I make a judgment to leave the hand as it is,
or rework it. The distorted arm grasped by the right black figure will become an important
symbol to me later when a Holocaust survivor reacts to the drawing.
The smaller figure in the upper right side gives balance plus visual depth to the
drawing. When you study the drawing at this stage you can almost see a 2/3 rhythm of the
two black figures. The rhythm then moves around the drawing involving the three shapes
across the top of the drawing, and continues visually playing with the hands, heads, and
bodies.

Figure 4.37 Nightmare, working drawing 7
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
By adding the black areas and textures there starts to be an organized balance for the
composition. With this organization I was moving away from the purely emotional impact
of the subject to the visual impact which brought order to an
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emotional theme."...., the artist who wishes to establish a specific emotion must orchestrate
the right type and mixture of values, abstracted shapes, symbols, subject matter, and color
within the composition. " (Fritz Henning Concept and Composition p. 159)

Figure 4.38 Nightmare, working drawing 8
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

There continues in the drawing, a struggle to bring the work together. My patience
in attempting to accomplish this was starting to wear thin. I was trying to use the heads that
I had drawn earlier. They did not work, I did not like them because the heads did not seem
to work with the hands of the dead people. Then I tried to work in the skulls, and also
didn't like that idea. There is always a time in my personal creative process that I want to
stop,tear it up, and start something else.
The next two drawings show that playing with another idea relieves the tension of
the creative process.
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Figure 4.39 Nightmare, working drawing 9

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This is one of the things that happened on the computer. Things go wrong, but after
the first touch of panic you try not to react and ruin the drawing. You have to carefully look
to see what you have. I liked the abstract closure of the figure so I thought that I would
save it as is, or work on it later .Then I went back to the original drawing. Still no luck
working on the drawing!
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Figure 4.40 Nightmare, working drawing 10
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
After working on the original drawing again for a while I took a break from the
computer, because the drawing was dead. It seemed that I was becoming too concerned
with tracking the creative process. That problem had happened before. I kept looking at the
earlier mistake. All at once I saw a face instead of the figure and worked out the drawing.
My thought of the drawing as I looked at it again was that I could name it, The Inner
Nightmare of the Gas Chamber. Now I had a name for the drawing, but I still had not
finished it.
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Figure 4.41 Nightmare, working drawing 11
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
The drawing continued to present a problem to me. I changed the heads of the two
working figures and added skulls to the door. I felt as if I was getting nowhere. I told
myself to go to bed and I would be able to finish it in the morning. I have found that this is
the way that I can solve my nonverbal visual problems. Sometimes I can lie down for thirty
minutes, get up, and then start working on the problem and finish it. It doesn't work 100%
of the time, but it does work.
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Figure 4.42 Nightmare, working drawing 12
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The morning after my frustration, I started the drawing by getting rid of the skulls
on the door, and the heads of the working figures. I redrew the heads and added the hands
and skull to the door.
Ben Stahl, an illustrator and gallery painter, talking about painting said, "Injecting
life and spirit into a painting is not easy. You must keep yourself free and flexible all
through the drawing and painting process. Try to avoid preconceived ideas." Concept and
Composition p.60.

The drawings on the previous pages illustrate the process of the drawing
"Nightmare" give part of the overview my creative visual way of working on the computer.
In the next group of drawings, other approaches to my creativity will be seen.
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Figure 4.43 Shoah, working drawing 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing of the hands seen here is one of the first drawings that was done for
the computer collage called Shoah. When I was organizing the drawings as a group, I
remembered this drawing of a hand. I thought that I would include it in the series. The
hand seems to be emphasized when I work with the human figure, and in this series the
hands are as important as anything else in the drawings, because of the anguish and terror
they portray in the drawings. Page 131, A Dictionary of Symbols. "Schneider concedes a
major role to the hand because it is the corporal manifestation of the inner state of the
human being." The hand in the design took up the major visual area. When I decided to
include the tattoo, I had to change the placement of it to the wrist. To me as the artist, the
symbol of the hand was very important, but to the survivors, the number was the important
issue, which I will discuss later. I used the number 13 as an unlucky symbol. One of my
friends pointed out that the number four is also an unlucky number in the east (Japan), so I
had 13-13-4. Then she pointed out that the two 13's could be looked on as 1 + 3=4. So the
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unlucky western number 13 could be the same as the eastern four. Unlucky numbers
during WWII. Someone noticed that several of my hands had only four fingers, and he
asked if the hands with four fingers were a symbol for me. I was not aware of any
symbolism until I remembered what my friend told me about Japans unlucky four. The
drawing below shows the change that the drawing later took. The reasons why these
changes took place are, one, the drawing needed to match the style of the series, two,the
symbols also reflected the feelings to the reactions about the tattoo.

Figure 4.44 They Had Done Nothing Wrong
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The hands and the barbed wire play throughout the series of drawings as symbols
of death and destruction. The tattoo remained as important even with the changes seen
above. The changes seem to add to the emotion of the subject.
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Figure 4.45 Again and Again,
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This is a second drawing from the original group of drawings used for the collage
Shoah. I reworked several of the figures and added the barbed wire. Basically, the changes
were done for the same reasons that the hands were reworked. I liked this figure when I
first drew it, but it was not strong enough to stand alone, therefore I placed an oval around
the woman. The oval seemed to protect her physically, and also helped the visual design
when the shapes were repeated in the drawing. When I was finishing up the drawing, it
started to look familiar to me. I started to remember a picture in a room at my great aunt’s
house that I used to visit as a child. This picture was of someone holding a child, and the
picture was in an dark oval wooden frame. There were also other round-framed pictures on
the wall. In the effort of tracking the visual creative process, I have found that memories
are used to reveal a present idea. These visual experiences are almost like a dream, I don't
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know what the reality of my art is until I have finished the work. An interesting experience
that I have had with this drawing is that several woman have commented that this is one of
their favorite drawings of the group, because the picture is both beautiful and horrible at the
same time. (The drawing became a paradox.)

The following three drawings were the beginning of the Holocaust series that set the tone
for the use of the figures, hands and barbed wire throughout the series.

Figure 4.46 Camp 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

In an earlier statement, I mentioned that my visual experiences during the creative
process were almost like a dream. The next group of drawings had that effect of a dream
sequence when I started to develop the idea for the drawing . This visual sequence almost
developed a story line. I thought of two figures on a black field. I could see them in the
distance in my mind's eye. I seemed to look down on them. They moved on the black
field, they kept coming back to my mind. On the next page, you will see the thumbnail
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sketch for the dead figures. The work became self-conscious and emotional. The subject of
the Holocaust does not allow the subject of the drawings to remain calm. It takes on an
intense nature. While I was working on the drawings, I had to forget the world around me,
and deal with my inner-self, my life of imagination. I felt

Figure 4.47 Why
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Why is always the question. Why were we abandoned? Why the cruelty? Why the
murder? Why? Why? Why?

( The title changed from “Camp 1” to “Why” when I organized an exhibit)
This is the finished drawing . The things that were added to the drawing were for
the visual design of the drawing. The intent has stayed the same.
While I was working on the three drawings, and even after they were finished the
drawing brought back flashbacks of the past. This became very apparent when I was
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looking through some past work. I found a figure that I had placed In a mono print collage.
The figure was very similar to the computer drawing of the seated man with his head in his
hands. I remembered the feelings I had, and the reason why I did the work. It was because
of what was happening to a friend. We could not understand why it was happening nor
could we control the problem.-A year later, the same thing was happening to me, and I was
doing the same figure again in my art. At the time I was doing the computer drawing the
only subject I was aware of was the human issue of the Holocaust. I was putting all of my
engery into the drawings, but the reality of the art was taking on several layers. These
layers became apparent only when I saw the relationship of the mono print to the computer
drawing and compared the subject and forms. What had happened in the past, was related
to what was happening at the present time. I think for me to understand the layers I had to
see what I was doing with my art, and what my art was doing for me, that the visual forms
to be used for the subject of the Holocaust had to move away from a naturalistic treatment
of the figures. This is a basic problem of form, shape, and content, Amheim writes, in his
book, Toward a Psychology of Art, (p.354,) "Let me start from the sober and familiar
distinction between visual shape and visual form. Shape is described by spatial boundaries
of objects; it is a purely visual property. Form is not purely visual; it is relation between a
shape and something it is the shape of. Form is the shape that makes a content visible, and
that content in itself may not be visible at all."

i
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Figure 4.48 Dead Man, working drawing

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This dead man is the sketch that is used and altered for the three finished drawings,
Why, Attempt, and Dance of Death. The shape of the man's hand is an exaggeration of the
drawing, which gives the form its human feeling. The black field didn't seem important
after I started drawing the figure. I moved the figure around—traced the edges of the dead
man and worked out the design in the drawing. Then I added the figure holding his head.
Later, the barbed wire was worked into the design. I started thinking about the two figures
as dead men, and the story (the visual dream) started to develop while I was working with
the drawing. The seated figure is waiting to put the men into the ovens. The repeated figure
at the left bottom is the human body turned to ashes. The seated figure does not want to
touch either the dead figures or the ashes. It's a nightmare for him. One of the barbs of
wire is piercing his side. I don't usually think of a story as my work progresses. My
grandparents were great storytellers. I remember sitting and listening to them for hours.
Both my Grandmother and Mother read to me at bed time and on the Sabbath. When I
listened to these stories, my imagination ran wild with visual images. When I show people
these three drawings, I catch myself telling people,this man sitting is thinking ... (my story
telling tradition comes to the surface.)
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Figure 4.49 Attempt
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

There were many attempts to resist.
Both death and survival were forms of resistance. This drawing is an extension of
the story of the figure in “Camp 1”. He can't stand the nightmare of the camp and its death,
so he tries to escape, and is hung up in the wire. He can't get away. What the drawing
shows is a common thing that happened in the death camps, and is an extension of the
drawing “Why”. The barbed wire in the first drawing, “Camp 1” (Why), was very
important to me, knowing how dangerous barbed wire is, having experience with the wire
and livestock on ranches in Texas and Colorado.
The wire continues to take on several meanings to me in a personal way,
experiences both of the past and the present.
I know personally how electric wires can harm and kill. I grew up in an oil camp in
Texas, and industrial accidents in the oil refinery were common. My father was
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hospitalized for weeks because of bums from an electrical flash from a large motor. There
were terrible fires in the refinery, and several of my schoolmates’ fathers died violent
deaths in the explosions and fires. Gas tank trucks were always crashing into things, and
many times the drivers were cremated in the accident. I had a cousin who died in that way.
The subject of the fire and the wire of the Holocaust death camps I can relate to in a limited
emotional way with my childhood experiences in the oil camp. These memories of my past
came to the surface in the creative process when I worked on the Holocaust drawings. I can
still hear the adults and my schoolmates talking about the things happening at the refinery.
These are just memories, and therefore are probably only part truths that I emphasize in my
art. But they are vivid in my imagination and I take advantage of that in doing the drawings
of the Holocaust.
The figure caught in the wire and trying to escape could be a symbol of things
happening around me, people trying to solve problems with little understanding or support.
Studies of artists and their personal lives often show that their art is a statement about their
lives. In a book titled Picasso Art as Autobiography . (page 253), Mary Mathews Gedo
writes, "His oeuvre was always frankly autobiographical; ... in short, his private world."
The main theme of the series of the drawings is always the Holocaust. But included
are layers of my personal experiences that helped me develop the drama of the subject.
Looking at the figure on the wire you will become aware again of the distortion of the man
and his hands. This distortion gives tension to the human form, along with the oversized
barbs of the wire, creating an emotionally distressful visual drama. These visual nonverbal
forms illustrate the role of distortion in the drawings. The role of this distortion is
emphasized in a statement in the writings of Edmund Burke Feldman in the book Varieties
of Visual Experience- Art as Image and Idea. "The style of emotion relies heavily on
distortion because a viewer's feelings are readily aroused by any departure from what is
considered "normal" or "visually" correct. "Particularly with respect to distortion of the
human body, we find our attention arrested and our emotions immediately involved."
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(p.238) The hands throughout the series continue to show the emotion of the drawn
figures, and the barbs of the wire are seen by the viewers as birds, butterflies and the Star
of David. The distortions of the shapes became forms, and other symbols to the viewers. It
bothered me at first when people saw the wire as another object, I think this was because of
my strong emotional reaction-to my personal experiences with the barbed wire and what it
could do to horses on the ranch. But when I remembered that other people have had other,
different experiences,. I could accept the different symbols people saw in the drawings..

Figure 4.50 Dance of Death
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

It’s not a dream that man is man’s most cruel enemy.
The drawing, The Dance of Death, has all of the figures used in the other two
drawings Why, and Attempt. Mirroring the man on the wire intensifies the horror of the
wire and the cruelty of man. The title, The Dance of Death, brings the drawings back to a
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more traditional theme in the history of art. The figures are not the traditional skeletons as
seen in the subject the Dance of Death, they do, however, give the same feeling of death,
because of the subject of death in the Holocaust. They also bring a visual ending to the
story of the other two drawings (that I don't have to talk about.)
After several months of working on the drawing of the series, people started to ask
me how I could stand working on the Holocaust theme for so long, and not have
nightmares or become depressed. I remembered what my head professor used to tell us in
design class, that art brings order out of chaos.
The work and research of the Holocaust has been very emotional and disturbing to
me, but I was able to stay centered by the creative process of organizing and reorganizing
the design and the use of the medium in the drawing process. I felt that I had control,
because I make my own shapes. I can change those shapes anytime that I want to.
"Art brings order out of chaos". I can create the work as an organized personal
expression, and I can destroy the artwork anytime I please if the work remains in chaos.
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Figure 4.51 Train

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing of people waiting to get on the train doesn’t have the intensity that
many of the other drawings have. I may rework this for more emotion, or do another one.
This is a drawing that didn’t make it to the series. I liked the guard, the empty box cars, but
the people looked as if they were on a picnic. Below is a group drawing that was developed
after seeing an exhibit of pictures from Auschwitz in Boston. In it, there was a photograph
of a woman who looked very brave. Below is a group of work drawings that I drew after
seeing the Boston exhibit.
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Figure 4.52 Train 2, working drawing 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Below is the start of the reworking of the people at the train. The guard is taken
from the first drawing. However, this drawing didn’t work either. The hands were
waving. They didn't show the fear I wanted. So I reworked the drawing.

Figure 4.53 Train 2, working drawing 2
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
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Figure 4.54 Inside Trian, working drawing 2
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The people and children were put into the box car. I still need to rework it. This is
an unfinished drawing, and is an example of how the artist has many unfinished ideas in
the back of the mind during the creative process.
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Figure 4.55 S. S. Road to Heaven
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The Germans jokingly call the path from the train to the gas chamber "The Road to
Heaven," knowing that the victims would be ashes in a few hours.
This drawing was created in a short time. The men were repeated by dragging the
figure across the screen, leaving a trail of the same shape that was altered later (see example
below). This is one of those drawings where everything seemed to fall into place until the
last minute. Then something appeared to be missing. I had to live with the drawing for
several days before I could finished it. The black area behind the first skeleton was the
finishing touch that I felt it needed. It creates a balance with the group of black figures. The
arrow also appears in several of the other drawings. I thought that I was using it as a
design element, but when I added it to the drawings, it seemed to add to the emotional
drama.
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Figure 4.56 S. S. Road to Heaven, working drawing 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Figure 4.57 Reflection of the Crematorium
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Bodies were thrown onto the flames, death reflected was always looking out.
In the other drawings there was a balance between the emotional and the formal
process. As an artist, the balance seems to make it easier to live with the work. At the time,
this drawing was technically difficult to do. Personally for me it is one of the hardest to live
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with. It doesn't seem to balance out between the emotional and formal process. Part of the
problem of the drawing is the experience I had in creating it. I had been working early into
the morning, when, as I was finishing the drawing around 3 A.M., it was a surprise to see
what I had created . I saw this face and the death heads , it was as if I were looking back at
myself, later, when I was hanging the drawing for an exhibit, I actually saw a reflection of
myself, because of the glazing on the drawing (another surprise).

Figure 4.58 Reflection of the Crematorium, working drawing
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

These skulls and half heads are the working drawings for the Reflection of the
Crematorium. The arrangement seen above the head and the skulls, will give you an idea as
to how the drawing proceeded in the development of the creative process. At the time, the
drawing was technically difficult to do. In reality I was learning what the software could
do. As far as moving objects and dividing shapes, the software will do the processes for
you on command.
The creative visual problem, when working with the computer as an art medium, is
to discover flexibility of the software, and take advantage of it. At the time that I was
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creating the drawing, I was in the intense process of learning what the software could do.
Even though I was so engrossed in the technical part of the medium, the theme of the
drawing survived in my subconscious. This is probably why I was so surprised at what I
saw in the drawing. I didn't realize that my subconscious had been working all along. This
seems to be an example of the right/left brain working together in mixing highly diversified
elements, logic and imagination.

Figure 4.59 Railroad

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The railroad was just a place of reference. It became very emotional to me after I
talked to a rabbi who told me about his younger brother's ashes going up the chimney.

This is a drawing I did for emotional and personal relief after drawing “The
Reflection of the Crematorium”. I thought it was rather hard to read. I did include the
skeletons and the prisoners on the right. To my surprise, several people have understood
and liked it. I don't know if it was because they felt the same relief I did, or enjoyed the
hunt for the subjects. I was thinking of trashing the drawing, but after a rabbi viewed the
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drawing and told me his first experience in Auschwitz, the work took on a completely new
meaning to me. (see profile of survivors)

Figure 4.60 Rest in Peace
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The issue will never rest.

Again the process was enjoyable. This was done with the mirror image of the
software process where you draw on one side of the screen and you get the same on the
opposite side, so that when I drew half a skull I was able to get a complete skull. The
background was too organized and didn't work with the mirror image of the skull, so I
made it more informal. The subject, the skull, was expressive and took care of itself.
Manipulation of the medium became the important part of the creative process. The
technical process also relieved the emotional conflict of the subject. I like this drawing, but
someone pointed out to me that it was similar to the symbol that the Hells Angels use, so it
almost became a cliche. Both the Nazi symbol of the swastika, and the Hells Angel's
symbol make me very uncomfortable. So if it is a cliche, I want it to be a disturbing one.
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Several people liked the drawing until they found out that the title was, “Rest in Peace”.
Then they didn't like it, because it wasn't clear who was resting in peace. They asked, was
it the Jews or the Nazis?
Because of the reaction to the drawing, I didn't know if I should include the
drawing in the shows in the galleries. An odd experience I had with the drawing was that
the Jewish artist who did not like the skulls in the other drawings thought that this was
outstanding drawing and should be placed at the beginning of the series. People who were
in charge of the shows wanted the work included. I added - The issue will never rest- to the
title, and since then, no one has complained about the drawing. The title confused the
viewers who liked the drawing at first, but did not want to deal with the subject when the
title was imposed upon them.
It seems that nonverbal forms are compatible with words after the visual intent can
be studied as visual stimuli. Then the visual forms and words and/or titles can take on a
wide range of creative energy in making meaning out of abstract words and forms when the
imagination is given the freedom to do so. The mind naturally creates meaning from visual
stimuli, sometimes the meanings are not there, but we are able to use ideas that come from
our imagination to make the meanings. One of the best examples that I have used in classes
and workshops to deal with perception and meaning is taken from Carolyn M. Bloomer's
book, ''Principles of Visual Perception" (p. 9),
"You can easily watch your mind in action with the following experiment. If
you can get a small group of people together to share the experience, it will
prove even more exciting. Eliminating all words, cut out about fifteen or
twenty pictures from magazines, particularly of interesting people or scenes.
Then cut out an equal number of words or phrases; advertisements are a good
source. Keeping the groups separate, turn the picture and word pieces face
down, and scramble each group. Pair each picture piece with a phrase piece
while they are still face down. Then turn over the pairs. The results may shock
and astound you, for more than half the pairs will seem to have some meaning,
often humorous or ironic. The results are so uncanny that it may appear as if
someone had planned it, and yet the combinations are completely random, left
to the laws of chance. The results seem far above the expectations of chance.
The human mind is extremely creative about this business of making meaning,
sometimes to the extent that no meaning may be intended. That illusion is
shown by the shapes and colors on a flat surface that has no reality until we see
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the intent of the shapes of each and they construct a meaning after we perceive
the illusion of the shapes of the subject in a painting.”

Figure 4.61 Sowing the Seeds
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The regeneration of the people.

Before I started this drawing, several things were happening to me as an artist
attempting to continue the series, one was that people kept asking me when was I going to
do something that wasn't so sad and depressing as I was doing with the Holocaust series.
Also at this time I felt that in my drawings I had become a by stander, and I felt that needed
to become more a part of the Holocaust experience in my work to be able to express the real
truth of the Holocaust. I believe this was one of the main reasons why I wanted a survivor
to react to the drawings, I remembered how as a child how I let my visual imagination run
wild when my parents/grandparents told me stories, and read to me. I was hoping for a
more personal experience than I had previously acquired from my research reading about
the Holocaust. I was hopeing to be able to visually sense the real emotion of the experience
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by talking to real people. The main problem that has created a major block for me, during
the creative process of the series has been that some of the Holocaust literature has stated
that people that did not personally experience the death camps could not express the true
feelings of the subject. This problem came to the surface whenever I read something by
Elie Wiesel, in the book The Holocaust by Schoenbemer. "No, I do not understand. And if
I write, it is to warn the reader that he will not understand either. ‘You will not understand,
you will never understand’, were the words heard everywhere during the reign of night. I
can only echo them. You, who never lived under a sky of blood, will never know what it
was like. Even if you read all the books ever written, even if you listen to all the
testimonies ever given, you will remain on this side of the wall, you will view the agony
and death of a people from afar, through a screen of memory that is not your own." This is
a very mild statement compared to other statements he has made in his other writings. Elie
Wiesel4s writing has made me very critical of my work and its intent. Several ways that I
have been able to get around the block has been to take a close look at my personal feelings
and beliefs and exposing the drawings to see how the work can standup to critics. As I
stated earlier several Jewish groups have supported the work. The seven people that have
been Involved with the Holocaust that I have interviewed for their reactions to the work
have encouraged me to continue the series. My personal reason to use the issue of the
Holocaust is that I think it could and is happening again, it could be the bomb,
humans killing humans, mans’ environmental pollution destroying the earth. All three
survivors that I did a profile of mentioned that there were non Jews in the camps that died
the same way that the Jews did. The Rabbi pointed that there were at least five million non
Jews that were also murdered in the camps. He pointed out that the Holocaust was a human
issue, and the world should be come aware of it, and not let it happen again.
Before I gave a gallery talk I was fortunate to visit with David Wayman who wrote
The Abandonment of the Jews. I was interested in what to expect when a Christian
presented a subject that was traditionally a Jewish issue. He was kind enough to share
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some of his experiences and his views on the subject. At the end of our talk he said to me,
"You made a personal commitment in doing the drawings of the Holocaust, and it was now
my responsibility to share the work with other people." With all of the support from the
different people I have been able to deal with the creative blocks.
The “Sowing the Seeds’’ presented several other problems to me. The drawing did
not develop as many of the other drawings did. The ideas of the other drawings seemed to
drop into place in a natural order, depending what I was reading at the time in the research
of the Holocaust. Other ideas would come when I was working on one drawing and I
would see an idea for the next drawing in my mind’s eye before the one I was working on
was finished. I had set up a visual problem for my self to solve, I do this quite often so the
process was nothing unusual. What the problem was that I was going to change the mood
of the drawing and make it work with the series. I was going to show people that I could
change the mood; all my work is not depressing. The problem of the Holocaust is that the
subject is so terrible, full of humiliation, and frustion that even when something good
happened as in friendships and resisentence in the camp, there always remained an after
image of death and distinction.
I started out with the abstract idea of a man sowing the seed as a symbol, and the
seed being the Star of David being sown around the world. I had to develop a figure for a
concept of the regeneration of man.
The next few pages of drawings show how the idea developed into a finished
drawing. Experimentation with the media often opens a start for an idea. The authors,
Hastie and Schmidt, of Encounter With Art, talk about how redefinition of subject and the
ability to rearrange is a trait that is a common kind of behavior in the creative process of art.
They say, "The artist must be immersed, committed and at the same time detached. He
must know when it is appropriate to detach himself from the task at hand long enough to
see it from the outside and evaluate it with some neutrality. It is said that creativity consists
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largely of rearranging what we know in order to find out what we do not know.”
^Encounter With Art, page 205)

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The first drawing seen above was done working with the software’s traced edges I
enjoy using the traced edges because it abstracts the lines of the drawing. I enjoy the traced
edge process so much that I have to become aware that I am using it too much. The idea
didn't work. It looked like a Mayan God. The second drawing was interesting and the
symbols seemed to work With the Star of David drawn behind the figure (to much use of
the traced lines).
Man spreading his seed around the world, but the idea needed to be expanded with
other symbols. Below more of the Stars of David are added.
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Figure 4.63 Sowing the Seeds, working drawing 2
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing still did not work, but the theme seemed to be developing for the
drawing. The fourth drawing, the large star and the falling stars stayed in the design, the
figure changed and the thunder bolts were added to the design.
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Figure 4.64 Sowing the Seeds, working drawing 3
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing still was not working It did not have the same style as the other
drawings. Below is another attempt to redesign the figure for the drawing.
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Figure 4.65 Sowing the Seeds, working drawing 4
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Figure 4.66 Sowing the Seeds, working drawing 5
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
In the above drawing, the other ideas (symbols ) taken from the other earlier drawing are
starting to work in this drawing.
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Figure 4.67 Sowing the Seeds
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The dove of peace is another subject that was added to break away from the mood
of the earlier drawings. The other shapes seen in the finished drawing were added for the
visual effect of the design of the drawing. Redefinition of the subject and the rearrangement
of the shapes in the drawing were the important creative visual process.
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Figure 4.68 Gassed
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

They were jammed into the trailer trucks - engines started, carbon monoxide flowed
in. The screaming of the dying men followed the driver to the mass grave. When the doors
opened and the mass fell out, the half dead were murdered.

I became aware at the time I was working on this drawing of how much the
computer is a left brain machine. When I was working on this drawing it became
impossible to develop the drawing onto the screen, so I had to draw the figures with pencil
and paper. You can see that the drawing is more direct and doesn't have the same type of
computer manipulation as some of the other drawings do. The thumbnail sketch was traced
with the Mac Tablet and transferred to and finished on the Mac. It seemed that 1 must be
working in a coloring book, because of the way the software handles the texture to fill the
enclosed areas. At the present time I work directly on the computer, unless I do not have
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access to my Mac. The striped diagonal shapes behind the men tie the composition together
as well as pick up the movement of the emotional tension of the figures.

Figure 4.69 They are Dead
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

This wasn't the end - the survivors had to dispose of the dead.

The idea of the drawing ‘They are Dead” came after the drawing “Gassed”. The
figures are of the same proportion's as the men in “Gassed”. I wanted to emphasize the
death of the murdered men that died in the trucks. To emphasize the feeling of death, I
drew the figures large and kept the composition simple. When you first look at the drawing
there are apparently two men, but if the drawing is studied other parts of four or more
figures appear. The figures are deliberately awkward; they are dead, they became a
characterization of private anguish and misery that I want the viewer to share.
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This is another early drawing that was copied from a pencil drawing, the style is
different from many of the others that were worked directly on the computer, but it worked
for the feeling that I wanted. Again at the time I did this drawing I found it still harder to
rework a copied pencil drawing than to rework a drawing directly drawn on the computer.

Figure 4.70 This Way That Way
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

They only had two choices. This way to the gas chambers or that way to a slower
death - the work detail.

The drawing, “This Way That Way” was a strong reaction to an experience that I
personally had at a meeting with a group of people. The events during this meeting created
feelings that were confusing, and most of the people there were dismayed at what was
happening, and didn't know how to react. I went home and started this drawing. The
feelings that I had, seemed to fit the series for the Holocaust drawings that I was working
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on. Several people who know me and my work personally, have said that my art often
reflects my feelings, and the reactions to those feelings. The saved drawings, for this
particular drawing that you will be looking at later, I think, will show an example of how
confusion can be reorganized to make formal, visual and emotional feelings work as
personal expression in an art form. When I began the work on the drawing, I think that I
started to become aware of why I have been working on the Holocaust as a subject.
The Holocaust was and has remained an important issue throughout the series of
the thirty drawings. During the tracking process, I was becoming aware of the things that
were happening to me or had happened to me before I started the series. I stated earlier
about the drawing, “Why”, that I had repeated the same figure at different times of
frustration in two works of art. When I was able to step back and look at the art, then I was
able to see the past and the present, and how I had unconsciously used the symbol of a
sorrowful man in the two works to express my subconscious feelings. At the time that I
was creating the figures, they were only forms to solve a visual problem for a drawing. But
later they took on an emotional expression. Only when I was able to see them, and place
them in the real time and space of what was happening to me, was I able to understand the
different levels of the visual creative process. I was becoming aware that these drawings
were taking on several layers that only I was aware of. I did not want to expose my
personal problems to the viewer. I knew that the viewer didn't care. So I was able to put all
of my frustration and pain into the Holocaust effort, a subject that dealt with pain, death,
and frustration. I was also developing the idea that only by doing a large body of work can
a artist start to understand the meaning of his/her art and its many levels. Earlier, I had
learned how to attempt to use my art to help me control my life, if only through the
imagination of my personal visual process as in the project I created of my grandmother's
funeral. As I have stated, the work and research of the Holocaust has been very
emotionally disturbing to me, but I have been able to stay centered throughout the creative
process of organizing and reorganizing the design and the use of the medium in the
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drawing process. I feel that I have control, because I make my own shapes. I can change
those shapes anytime that I want to. "Art brings order out of chaos". I can create the work
as an organized personal expression, and I can destroy the art work any time I please, if the
work remains chaotic.
As an artist, I was able to control the visual process of creating a work of art. My
subconscious helped me to stay centered by reordering and changing the visual symbols
that reflected my personal conflicts. Then, in the work, I could consciously change and
control these symbols at any time, and within the work was still able to keep the theme of
the series. Not all of the drawings had the same level of awareness for me. Several of them
were basically the result of working with the medium and with the theme of the Holocaust.
It was only after the drawings were finished that I was able to reflect on them and see how
much my subconscious had influenced their creation. I was able to see the influence of
situations that had happened or were happening to me.
When I met with Michael Gosney, the editor of Verbum, at the Computer Museum
in Boston Ma., where he was organizing the show imagine an Exhibit of Macintosh Art, he
said that he was very impressed with the three Holocaust drawings of mine that he chose,
out of six, to hang in the show. He told me that my drawings had a feeling that the other
drawings at the computer show in Boston didn't have. I think that the drawings are as
successful as they are, because of my commitment to the subject and the subconscious
levels of my personal experiences that they incorporate. The work becomes a personal
statement of the human issue of the subject at several levels. I don't think that all artists are
aware of the different levels that their creative processes have. Many artists that I have
talked to do not want to deal with it. An artist does not have to be aware of his/her
subconscious levels for the work to be successful, but when the artist is aware of the
subconscious process, it might make the art work much richer in meaning and content.
How? As the artist sees the subconscious influences, he/she could intensify or lessen the
effect of these influences.
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The drawings below are rough working drawings of my idea about the
consignment of prisoners from the trains, some to the work camps, others to the gas
chambers. I was still upset from the meeting earlier that day. The drawing is intended to
show the feeling of confusion with the profile/front view of the head and the four arms.

Figure 4.71 This Way, That Way, working drawing 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

i
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Figure 4.72 This Way, That Way, working drawing 2

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The skeleton was overlaid on the figure and confused the drawing even more. The
emotions of the meeting were still bothering me, and that was interfering with any logical
visual organization of the drawing. I was just grasping for ideas. In Figure 4.73, the
figures on the left and the right sides are starting to give the drawing some visual balance.
But the main figure is still confusing.
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Figure 4.74 This Way, That Way, working drawing 4
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The drawing was starting to take on a stronger organization. The two-faced head
was replaced with a skull, and the figure took on the symbolism of the Angel of Death
rather than being just an agent of confusion. I was starting to take control of the
development of the drawing. Then I knew that I could do anything to the drawing that I
wanted to. The art was bringing order out of the chaos of the meeting, and a higher level of
meaning was developing, replacing my frustration. This drawing became very important to
me, because it made me aware of the different levels of meaning the drawing had. The
experiences that helped create the drawing were very personal, but at the same time I had
the problem of trying to keep the theme of the Holocaust subject intact. In the back of my
mind I asked myself if the drawing had credibility for the series rather than being just an
expression of a personal frustration.
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The real test came when I showed the drawing to Holocaust survivors. It was an
experience that I will never forget.

Two of the survivors responses:

Survivor #1 - "Oh yes, oh yes, there he is ... (Silence) ... Oh yeah. I like that,
the way you depicted....Him. I say Him, as in the big honcho. He loved doing this, he
loved it. He loved it. They did enjoy their work. There were selections all the time."

Survivor #2- "Oh yes, this is the selection. Yes, this I can see, this is the mighty
god."
R. The mighty god?
Survivor #2- "Yes, exactly, the only thing is that his legs are a little bit too thin
... you know, because they looked like gods."

Their reactions showed that the work had the credibility that I wanted it to have. I
was able to use my feelings of an experience that I had, and through the creative process,
created a visual piece of fiction that was the truth to someone else. The drawing continues
to take on many different meanings because of the different symbols and experiences that
are realized within the drawing.
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Figure 4.75 Anguish
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

A woman screaming, crying, bleeding, entangled in the wire with the skulls of her
children looking on.

This was a drawing that was done as a reaction after I attended a presentation by
Judy Chicago at the University of Mass. The presentation was about her art series, ‘The
Birthing Process and the Dinner Party.” She's an interesting person, a strong feminist. I
was interested in her work, and how she was dealing with her creative visual process. At
the end of her presentation, she showed a slide of a drawing of hers of the Holocaust. The
Holocaust is a new series that she is starting. I did not know she was Jewish until into the
slide show. At the end of the presentation there was a question and answer period, so I
asked her how she was going to deal with women in the Holocaust. She looked at me kind
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of surprised and said she had no idea. Her reaction to my question was unexpected because
she is such a strong feminist, and there were some strong issues about the women in the
camps. I was surprised that she didn't seem aware of the issues. The drawing," Anguish"
was my reaction to Chicago’s seeming lack of interest or knowledge of women during the
Holocaust.
This drawing is my interpretation of a woman's feelings at the camp during the selection.

Figure 4.76 Anguish, working drawings 1
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

These two drawings show the visual development of the woman entangled in the
wire. Symbols are added to the texture design.
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Figure 4.77 Anguish

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

When the skulls were added to the drawing , I felt that there should be more terror
in the woman's face. The mouth was redesigned, and tears were added to the face. The
three drawings below will show the progression of the changes needed to finish the
drawing.
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Figure 4.78 Anguish, working drawings 3
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Drawing 3, shows the finished drawing on the previous page. Drawings 1 and 2,
show how the mouth and the eye were changed. The square with the death heads was
designed to use as textures for the series of drawings. The white skull was like the
reflection of the larger skulls, but was too obvious, so I changed it to a black skull for use
in the pupil of the eye.
This drawing was used as the poster for the show I had at the Hampden Gallery,
UMass, Amherst, March 29 through April 12,1988.
Giving names to the work is always hard for me. At first I called this drawing
“Wire Woman” on the working disk so I could find it. I liked the name because the of the
way her hair was entangled with the barbed wire. But no one else liked the name, so the
name has been changed several times.
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Figure 4.79 Echo of Death
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

Gas dropping down, screams,tears,vomit, death.

This drawing is a second one that I created showing people being gassed. The other
drawing portrays bodies and hands gesturing the emotions. In this drawing, the agony of
the facial expressions were more personal to me. I became part of the drawing. In the other
one I viewed the figures from a distance.
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Figure 4.80 Rock Doves - Free
Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The pigeons may have been the only free things in the camps.

People were telling me that I should do something else not as the depressing as the
Holocaust. One day I was looking at a video of Picasso's work, I saw a dove of peace. I
liked it and thought I could work something with the of the idea of it for this series, but it
just didn't develop. My doves turned out to be pigeons (rock doves), and that gave me the
idea that these birds were one of the few things that were free in the camp.
So testing an idea, exploring, and continued development of the creative process is
needed if a work is to be finished and successful. The series of drawings illustrate how the
creative process works in the visual arts. There are many variances in the visual creative
process depending on the personality, training of the artist, use of media, the intent and
purpose of the art.
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CHAPTER 5
SURVIVORS RESPONSE TO THE HOLOCAUST DRAWINGS

The idea of interviewing Holocaust survivors started during the drawing process. I
was wondering if my work had the feeling I was trying to develop in the series. I realized
that the interviews might either discourage me from continuing the series, or give the work
credibility depending on the survivor's reactions. I had no idea what would happen. I spent
about two months trying to find survivors to show the drawings to who would be willing
to spend the time to share their experiences with me. At one point, I was about to give up,
because several of the survivors that I had been told about had died. But then I found out
about a Rabbi, who had talked about the Holocaust in a religion class at Atlantic Union
College where I teach. I called him on the phone, and he was willing to talk to me. After
this first interview, things seemed to fall into place in making contacts with other people. I
have talked to nine people that have either been victims of the Holocaust, or who have lost
relatives in it. I have been able to interview eight of these people, and have recorded over
15 hours of both their reactions to my drawings, and stories of their personal experiences
and survival. An interesting note is that the women who went through the Holocaust were
willing to spend more time looking at and talking about the drawings and their reactions
than the men who were in the Holocaust.
The women's emotions and pain seemed to me to be as strong as the men's, but
the men seemed to give a general overview to the Holocaust, while the women spent more
time with the details of the drawings and their personal experiences. Of the nine people I
interviewed, three women, and six men, four are survivors, two women and two men.
Three of them came out of the death camps and one was in the French Army.
Of the three survivors, C, N, and Rbi, whose responses I am using, two of them
, C and Rbi, did not talk about their experiences for forty years. One of the three
survivors, C, has two children in their thirties, and she has never talked to them about her
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Holocaust experiences. Before this time the second person, N, would talk about her
personal experiences in the ghetto and the camp when asked, but only in a limited context.
The Rabbi, (Rbi), did not talk about the drawings as much as I would have liked, but that
he had very strong reactions to the work was apparent by his long silences and painful
expressions while he was looking at the drawings. These reactions were impossible to
transcribe from the taped interview. At one point during the interview, he mentioned that
viewing the drawings made him feel as if he were back in the camp, and he apologized for
changing the subject. He said, "Just like,... as if nothing happened in between you
know.” (He meant the time between the Holocaust to the present). "Guess it helps, the
digression helps a bit... you know ... compose your emotions." He also said that the
drawings brought back memories that he would never share with anyone.
Two of the women interviewed, C and N, were chosen to work in the camp. One,
C, was only eleven years old, but because she had matured early and had breasts, someone
in line had told her to tell the doctor at the selection that she was sixteen. She did, and she
escaped the gas chamber. The second survivor, N, found her sister and school friends in
the camp and most of them were able to form a support group to help each other survive.
The Rabbi, (Rbi) also was saved to work, but said his younger brother was not. His
brother was directed to the gas chamber.
I regret that I cannot use the long silences, sighs, painful expressions and body
language of the survivors in the interviews. Those nonverbal responses give the interview a
different level of understanding of the survivors responses to the drawings. I have tried to
limit the editing process and have only made modifications to clarify syntax. There have
also been some changes such as eliminating words to avoid repetition. Some of the
sentence sequences have also been changed to make sense of the verbal thought and the
nonverbal expression of the person interviewed because of the emotional stress of the
interview.
After each interview, both the survivor and I found ourselves exhausted.
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During the interviews, I hoped to develop other ideas for new work. Later, when I
was reading the transcripts, I came across a story of one of the survivors that I thought that
would make an interesting painting. When a friend of mine asked if I was going to show
her the work, I realized that I was invading a personal part of the survivor's life because I
did not want to show the painting to the storyteller. At that moment, I understood what Elie
Wiesel said in the introduction of the book, The Holocaust, by Gerhard Schoenbemer," ...
you will never understand ... through a screen of memory that is not your own." In reality,
I felt more comfortable working from my imagination than in taking a story from someone
that I know personally. The responses that I have used, give the drawings the credibility
that I was looking for. The responses also show how personal the survivors felt about the
drawings. The drawings that I have used are ones that give a general overview of the
suvivors feeling about the drawings.

Figure 5.1

They Had Done Nothing Wrong

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.
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The hands and and the barbed wire play throughout the series of drawings as symbols of
death and destruction.
C. I no longer have my number, you know. Look at the scar, you can see every
stitch, the sutures. After all this time how do I feel about it, I hate to tell you the words I
use, which is a daily thing when I wash myself, when I bathe. I'm very bitter, this reminds
me of what happened to me, but look at the scar, it reminds me every day. People will
notice and say , what's that scar from? If I want to be glib, I will say compliments of Mr.
Hitler, and people will look at me and say what! And I say, well,I was in a concentration
camp during WW 2. They would say, You were! Oh gosh, I didn't know, my goodness,
so what was it like? So after several times of this type of reaction I found that I
automatically would say, because the reaction has always upset me, it's a scar. I had a
thing there and It was removed and the scar is still there. In a way, I guess, in retrospect,
its better that I don't have it because the scar doesn't tell you what was there before.
Because I certainly cannot expose myself to every person who would have asked, oh my
God, what's that number. I am glad I don't have the number, it's nothing to be ashamed
of. It's what came with it, this scar, the number was put there because I am a Jew and this
is what they did in Auschwitz. Can you imagine thinking of putting numbers on every Jew.
I mean what a horrible, horrible thing.
Someone once asked me, Do you still remember what the number was? Well you
know, its not that they mean to be insensitive, its just that people think of the oddest things.
I know that it was preceeded by an A, no, I don't remember the number, I really don't. I
don't care, I don't. My three year old son used to ask me. Mummy, is that our telephone
number? Now tell a three year old,... its like this, when Mummy was eleven years old ....
Yes I guess,... its just too painful, why have it!
N. Here, this is an abstract.
RP. Here, you might want to look at the larger drawing, it might be easier to see
the larger ones.
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N. What I see here is some kind of a big hand ... revenge.
It's a strange thing ... I never thought of... about revenge, and this is why I did not notice
it. I saw something, ... you see, here is the Star of David, and I saw something ... like a
promise of a better future. And here is another fist and saying all right, I'm furious too, or I
will be with you. Now what is the title? They Had Done Nothing Wrong. Yes, well, this is
a very strong picture from both sides, either optomistic or the pessimistic.
*RP. Later in the second interview, N told me that she had her number removed as
a gift for her husband, because it disturbed him to see her tatooed number. The numbers of
the three people seemed to be the ghosts of a horrible experience.

Figure 5.2

Railroad

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The railroad was just a place of reference. It became very emotional to me after I
talked to a rabbi who told me about his younger brother's ashes going up the chimney.
Rbi. The chimney needs to be more realistic if I may make a suggestion.
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RP. Yes, of course, sure.
Rbi. The impression here is a normal house with a regular chimney .The chimney
however is ... a piece of paper here ... some paper. I remember the first day in Auschwitz,
and this was November 20,1942, we had arrived the night before in Auschwitz, thel9th
was on a Thursday, and by that time my Mother had been taken away. The family had been
separated before that, so I was left with my brother in my hometown after November 9th.
My mother was taken away from us 1942,... we were the three of us together, my mother,
my brother and myself. My sister was with my father,... had been evacuated, so they were
in two, three hundred kilometers away from my hometown. November 17, we were taken
out from our houses, or we had to appear together in a particular place, and we were put
on train cars, freight cars, cattle cars and driven to Auschwitz. My brother and I were
separated that night when we arrived, and they beat us and drove us with the dogs out of
the cattle cars. We were standing there my brother and I, not knowing where we were. I
never heard the word Auschwitz. We were in the the column of people that were drawing
closer to the front when we saw some distance away some German officers and they were
pointing with a finger ... to the right or left. This is the time that I was separated from my
brother and I remember ... attempt being made to hold on to each other, and then we both
... remembered what happened to somebody who's tried to reject any of the orders they
would be shot right then and there. So we finally, separated without even having the
chance to say goodby to each other or to let each other know where we were going. That
night was a very dark night. We were driven to Auschwitz and we got to the place, as
didn't know where we were ... it was still dark by the time it... starting to dawn, started to
see some people in camp in striped clothes and very thin, unusually thin. And I started to,
... inquire where were we. We were two thousand people coming to the camp, on that
transport. We learned later on that about rive hundred of the 2,000 went to Auschwitz,
fifteen hundred went in the other direction.
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My brother and also some of the uncles and aunts were in the same transport, my
cousins and I started inquiring what happened to my brother and their parents, where did
they go?.
So they,(the people that were in the camp), pointed towards the chimneys ... your
brother, one of them said, went through the chimney. I didn’t know what he was talking
about. I think there were five chimneys there. These chimneys became the focus for the
months ... afterwards, for the years afterwards. Our eyes were ... especially when, when
you saw the smoke coming ... to the people. Especially I remember in the summer of
1944, there was so much burning of people going on, that the stench of burning flesh was
... the wind was bringing ... and then we learned that many of the Hungarian Jews were
gassed ... during the period of 1944, so the chimney was ... so we couldn't see anything
else except the hunger that we felt in our stomachs and the chimneys. The point I want to
make with regard to the chimney is, what I am saying, this does not mean that the drawing
is not good, I am not saying that....
RP. Yes, yes, I understand.
C. I just remember a lot of black, they would say, a new transport came, cause
word got around, there they are, the new transport, black, black.
RP Question. Black coming out of the chimney?
C. Oh absolutely. Now I'm just thinking, people who worked there,the prisoners,
they had a lot of work to do after each transport. The clothing to sort, the things that people
had with them, whether it be money or valuables such as jewelry or what have you. I
mentioned earlier that my mother sewed valuables, jewelry and such into clothing, this is
what the people there who worked at the showers would do, go through the clothing. Also
at crematoriums they pulled out the gold out of people's mouths to use, and they made
lampshades out the skin. And then the ashes were spread like manure, fertilizer. That's
what they did with the Jews, with the bodies. Ashes, right, lampshades, soap.
RP. Question. This one is a little bit harder to read.
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N. Yes, it's like a collage. I read the Railroad Track. I can see here ... people, yes,
and this is almost like skeleton we definitely were before we went to concentration camp. I
went to concentration camp with typhoid. The typhoid, it was because we were always
running away like animals not to be shipped to the camp. They were making the ghetto
smaller and smaller and we didn't have any place to go. Finally, I and my Mother, because
I was so sick, went straight to them and said, all right, take us wherever you want. We
cannot make it in here. We just couldn't make it, because we didn't have anything over our
head, we didn't have anything, this was in August which was very hot, and we were
hiding constantly, and we did not know where we could spend the next night.
It's very interesting something here, the train station looks like a normal station.
Everything else is abnormal. Here you have also the wire, and nature is saying there is
something wrong with it... here, because you have the trees that don't have anything but
branches and everything is saying, all right, you go to be dead. I mean you will enter
almost dead and will end that way for sure. This is how the drawing looks to me.
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Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

The Germans jokingly call the path from the train to the gas chamber "The Road to
Heaven" knowing that the victims would be ashes in a few hours.
RP. The Germans called it the road to heaven.
N. I don’t know, I couldn't tell you, I really don't know, because I was so numb
and stiff that I didn't think. I can see you, you have here a body of people going like cattle.
This is what we were considered, cattle. And here a skull in the drawing is looking and
saying ..., I am already through it, but you are just ready for it and you don't know what
awaits you, because no human being can know what awaits you. And I can see here
somebody was looking with pity at you, and looking at the Germans and saying, "What are
you doing, you are not human beings, we are the human beings. We are! You make us
think we are the cattle", this is what I see here. In this drawing you have real movement,
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you can see the people walking, I don't see them being so reluctant as it should be. There is
a direction that I see, (pointing to the arrow) that you are putting the direction towards the
chimney. I have never seen the chimney ... I have never, never seen, there are not many
people who have seen the chimney who didn't go through the chimney. But we saw the
sky ... and the smoke, the flames and then the smoke, the smell of the smoke was just
unbelievable! Now it's very interesting, I see here men, I don't see women, because it was
interesting how women looked, I could say that this is before we knew what was going to
happen to us. We had the stars sown onto our clothes but, this is what we were to see, this
is what would happen to us. It means that this was before the selection.
Oh see, this time we did not think! Because the Germans were promising us that we
would be resettled. We didn't believe them. Do you know Latin? Because I remember, I
used to walk everywhere and repeat something which is quick ... whatever it is, I'm scared
of the day, of the Greeks, even if they carry gifts. This is because they were just trying to
appease us because they were afraid of another revolt. You see, they saw that we were
going to revolt like in Warsaw.
RP. The Road to Heaven.
C. Your not showing any children?
RP. No, I haven't any children in this one, I have a drawing that I haven't finished
yet of people getting onto the train with children, with Mothers holding their children.
C. Except that it wasn't a train per se, it was a, ... cattle car. (Sigh)
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Figure 5.4

This Way That Way

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

They only had two choices. This way to the gas chambers or that way to a
slower death - the work detail.
C. Oh yes, oh yes, there he is. ... (Silence) ... Oh yeah. I like that, the way you
depicted.Him. I say Him, as in the big honcho, he loved doing this, he loved it, he loved
it. They did enjoy their work. There were selections all the time.
N. Oh yes, this is the selection. Yes, this I can see, this is the mighty god.
RP. The mighty god? N. Yes, exactly the only thing is that his legs are a little bit
too thin ... you know, because they looked like gods. Their highly polished boots, the
boots everybody remembers. It was unbeliveable, You just looked down, and you saw the
boots, if you lost something or if you dropped something or they threw something at you
when you went down to the ground you saw the boot... the first thing. On either side you
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see here immediately men and women, yes I see those are to the right and to the left, it is
true. Yes this is very true, you are right, here are the people who are younger and
straighter and they go to the right,and they are straighter and they are young they go this
way and here go all the people who are little bit older There was a selection of the young
and old. You can see here old, old people.
I somehow identify everything with women, more because my Father died just
before we went to concentration camp. He was beaten by the gestapo, there was a flu
epidemic and he got pneumonia and tuberculosis afterward.
If you ask me what I felt here I cried all the time. I cried so much because I knew
immediately what was happening. I had very wonderful feeling, I mean ... its strange with
my Mother, because many people were fighting, people were so scared, and I was just
sitting quietly and we, my mother and I were kissing each other. So I had in many respects
peace of mind, but I was crying because I was hurting so much. I wasn't numb at this
time, I was just crying all the time. Later, then I was numb and I remember that there was a
soldier was walking close to me and he kept saying you will see your Mother, and I was so
furious I almost hit him, but I was also very sick because I was in the middle of my of my
typhoid.
N. I have a different story to tell. I have also a story of miracles because I found
my sister in camp. This is how I survived. You see she was in Warsaw, we were in Lodz,
and everybody on the train from Warsaw that she was on was going to Mydamic, you
know this was a death camp completely, but for some reason they disconnected one train
and it went to Auschwitz. Because when they came to Auschwitz, the Germans thought
they went to Mydamic and they knew much more than we, because Warsaw was much
more open. The way they structured the our ghetto, it was, they bombed all of the houses
around so that we were completely isolated. The only people that we had seen from outside
were the German soldier's who were constantly shooting into ghetto. Constantly,
shooting, like, you know, like the places where you shoot darts ....
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Figure 5.5

Anguish

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

A woman screaming, crying, bleeding, entangled in the wire with the skulls of
her children looking on.
RP. My wife thinks that this name Distressed (Anguish) should be changed.
C. Distress is not strong enough. Imagine a Mother losing her children! Something
like horror. I don't mean the word itself, maybe because there is distress, I mean you could
be distressed from having a headache,... um. Because of the subject matter I agree with
your wife. The worst thing ... was for parents to see the children taken away. Can you
imagine what it was like for my parents ... (Very deep sigh)... There are no words, there
just are no words for what they did. Horrible, horrible.
There I go again, listen to me. So you see its something I live with, just live with it,
but I can not allow myself to, you see if I expose myself like this every day I could not
live, I couldn't. I couldn't function. I would want to kill myself. And, I'm sorry. That's
because I'm thinking of my parents. I'm a Mother, I have two children, my God. I
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wouldn't ever want to go through this again. I think I would kill my children first. How is
that. It's a very strong statement isn't it (uses hankerchief) because, you see, I survived
and I'm here to tell about it, but it's still very, very disturbing about the reaction of people.
Like what bothered my husband, like he said, "well ok, so you gave a presentation, then
everybody goes home, picks up their own life, forgets about it." I said well that's life, life
goes on. I said, you don't understand, it's important no matter what it does to me. Of
course it brings it all back, I live with it daily, but not like this where I am exposed to this
you know and making comments about this drawing. You probably never got a reaction
like this about your drawing.
R. No this is interesting, because this is the one the Hampden Gallery chose for the
poster to advertise the show up at University of Mass and then it was chosen for an article
in the Worcester Telegram.
N. This is the horror, this is real! ... the ... tears, going, running down,... you
know, because the person in the drawing who had the horror was just struck, I see almost
black ... now here is something interesting, it almost looks to me like a bunch of worms,
the dead. You know the woman still has her hair here, perhaps you can say that she is
disturbed when she sees somebody else having hair taken off ... it was a tremendous
experience.
I didn't suffer so much because by this time I was numb ... so when they took my
hair, I mean shaved my hair, I didn't suffer so much, I would say that many people were
extremely numb, I mean they didn't think. I found two girls from my class .... We hardly
recognized each other ... we asked each other for our names. I was in rags ... when you
had stripes you were elevated already ... they put rags that smelled on you. They were
awful and you were cold although it was hot and you didn't have any shoes and I wasn't
used to walking ... without shoes on, outside and your legs hurt tremendously, but you
didn’t think about anything, you were so numb after entry to Auschwitz. We didn't even
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know that the people who were begging us for the bread were human, we didn’t think ... at
all because who cares about the piece of bread.
The dirt was awful, not only in Auschwitz, it was awful, you know, everything
had to look clean, but the bodies were dirty, I mean, you know we wanted to wash and we
did wash, this is why we survived. The washing was a tremendous ambition for us. I
mean it was the goal to be able to wash in order, you know, to strip everything ... and this
was almost impossible ... hot water didn't exist.
Then here (pointing to the hair and wire), almost the hair is telling the story because
this is definately a woman ... I find that you made her a little bit too elegant.
I was not prepared for the experience of these interviews. The reaction of the survivors
were positive to the work. Their reactions gave the work the credibility I was looking for. I
did not realize that the drawings would be so real to the viewer. Sharing the drawings with
the Holocausts survivors was much more painful than the process of creating them. It did
give an insight that there is a need that the artist share his/her work with others. This
sharing of the drawings provided an understanding how people look at my work. The
respondances of the people looking at the work, provided a broader view of myself by me,
the artist.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
OVERVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to share the findings of this study, the visual creative
process through the examination of an artist and his art. First, the study will be summarized
by providing a review of what was proposed in this research, the rationale, the methods
used, the findings, and the effectiveness of the study.
The second section will explore the conclusions of the study. The conclusions will
be explored by looking at the success of the process of creating the computer drawings and
their meanings. The conclusions will focus on:
(1) What can be drawn from the findings?
(2) How do the findings approach the subject that differ from the literature reviewed
in Chapter Two?
I will explore some implications of the study in four areas:
(1) studying the creative process of a body of art work -What is the nature of the
visual creative process? —What is the power of images, as compared to words, to
communicate inner feelings?
(2) artist and choice of subject —Where do ideas for the artist come from?
(3) Artist and reaction to the work.-What is the dynamic of sharing visual created
material with others?
(4) How can visual arts educators convey to students both the need to master a
given medium, and the need to find and become aware of inner feelings and perception,
intuition, memory—all in order to create powerful images which are able to communicate
inner realities to viewers. I will also explore some recommendations for future research.
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Summary
This research has explored the nature of the visual creative process. There are
several reasons for my wanting to do this. First, our society at this time accepts the efficacy
of the written work as a means of communication—a way of expressing one’s internal
perceptions to others—but tends to minimize the same type of thought transfer happening
through visual means. Visual artists are often seen as not knowing what they are doing, not
understanding the products they create. We wait for the verbal to tell us what a visual image
is really about; we rely on the typed descriptions of paintings in a gallery to tell us what we
are seeing. Our whole educational system relies on words to communicate, and intuitive
understanding which is not possible to measure or quantify, is thought to be less important,
and is often overlooked. It is certainly not taught, mostly not valued. Though we are a
profoundly visual culture, most of us are visually illiterate.
Second are the implications for teachers and teaching. In my years of teaching
visual arts at Atlantic Union College, I have observed that my students have little or no
experience in the nonverbal creative process of the visual arts. Logical, sequential thinking
continues to be the mode of learning and expressing what one has learned. Further, visual
arts education tends to happen in two extreme ways, neither of which helps the student
become aware of his/her own inner processes, and create out of that. On one extreme,
students copy the instructor's visual style; on the other, they produce art without any
direction, and without connection to their inner thoughts and feelings. In the classroom, the
medium, the process of learning to use it, and the creative experience often get in each
other's way. The task for a teacher, appears to be, to find a way of instruction that brings
the nonverbal, inner dimension to the surface, so it can be used in the creative process.
Related to this is the question about how the instructor can convey his/her own process and
show his/her own work without encouraging students to copy. The task is how to help
students find their own subjects, their own feelings, as well as to leam to use the medium.
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I concluded for the effectiveness of the study, that it be of value for me both as an
artist and a teacher to personally create a body of work that was credible. The credibility of
the drawings was achieved in the traditional manner for me as a professional artist by
exhibiting the work. Because of the credibility of the drawings, there was value in the
study, to find how I discovered, or became aware of my personal visual creative process.
Being able to define my personal visual creative process allows me to share the meaning
and the intent of my work to a broader audience. This knowledge of myself and the process
would give me more freedom in finding ways to express myself as an artist. This freedom
of the creative process would enable me to encourage my students to create and look at
themselves as artists.
I concluded that the artists and art teachers need to become aware of their visual
creative processes. There was a need to clarify a nonverbal creative process as seen as a
visual mode that both artists and non artists could understand. To develop an understanding
of the process:
(1.) It was my hope that this study would illuminate parts of the visual creative
process.
(2.) In this study the lines and shapes on a surface and the artist's creative use of
them is understood as another form of thinking. These findings are seen and elaborated on
in Chapter 4, using the drawings and their saved parts. The drawings and their parts saved
in the computer files exposed my personal experiences and visual symbols used during the
visual creative process. The study appears to have achieved its original purpose which was
to provide a body of art work that would give information and identify the creative process
of my drawings.

Method Of The Study
I undertook a process of creating a body of work, tracking my creative process, and
shared this work with others from whom I elicited responses. Thus, I investigated the
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entire process of visual creativity, from inception through "making" process to "receiving"
process by viewers. I studied my own process from the inside as well as investigated
others' responses through interviews.
I created a series of drawings, using the computer as the art medium. Drawing is a
very personal experience, and seems to me to be an appropriate way to track the creative
process because drawing is a "basic" mode in the visual arts. I decided to use a computer as
a way to generate the drawings because the computer lends itself to the recording of the
creative process in a special way: the stages in the various drawings were saved, and then
reproduced in their incomplete states to illustrate the workings of the process. My
journaling and recollections of the experience provided accounts of the inner processes that
went into the various stages, fleshing out the tracking of the creative process.
The subject of the drawings was the Holocaust. Both the recall of my visual
memories of movie newsreels and magazine pictures of the Holocaust, then my unrelated
personal experiences were used in developing the body of work. For the subject of the
body of work, memories of the past—-were refreshed by viewing the film "Shoah," and
later by interviewing people involved with the Holocaust. The drawings are products of my
imagination, and are fictional in that sense, but they are informed by the intense feelings of
horror and incredulity that I have had about the Holocaust event.
I shared my art work with survivors and others involved in the Holocaust, and
asked them for responses. The survivors were asked to look at the work and to respond to
the drawings and share their first reactions and memories stimulated by the visual figures
and symbols in the work.
I saw from studying my own process as I created the work, showed the work,
interviewed others for a reaction to the work, that the findings have started to clarify a
nonverbal creative process as seen as a visual mode. With this sample of information of my
personal processing of my art, the examination suggested a way to translate this learning
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into understandings about how best to teach students and enable them to experience their
own visual creative processes.
A group of students were shown the Holocaust drawings to generate pedagogical
information for the study. As the artist of the work and as their teacher, I shared with the
students my personal experiences of the creation of the body of work. The students were
free to ask any questions about the work and my personal findings of the creative process.
Throughout the semester the work and the creative processing was shared with the class,
and with a student personally when the occasion arose. The students were asked to create a
small collection of work with a theme. They were asked to make a personal statement with
their art and be willing to share the work with me and the class. These were collected and
put into order for viewing. Three professional artists were asked to view and rate the work.
The data were collected and processed for study. This limited information does suggest
how to develop a procedure that would enrich an artist and his/her art students’
understanding of the riddle in how to develop an awareness of a visual creative process.

Conclusions And Implications
The study of the visual creative process has been very helpful to me as an artist.
This has been possible only because I have had to take the time and made an effort to
examine my personal work in progress. The computer drawings of the Holocaust became a
visual narrative to me. The visual narrative started to become apparent in the different
stages of the work as seen in Chapter 4. The candor of a create-destroy procedure and the
empowerment of shapes into meaning was the start of a visual narrative. This narrative was
started during the quiet time that I spent alone creating the drawings. The other time that
there was an awareness of a start of or parts of a narrative, was during the quiet time
studying the parts and pieces of the drawings in the files of the computer drawings in
progress. The nonverbal shapes, became symbols, fleeting moments of emotions that had
no verbal description also became a source of the shapes in the dialogue of the art.
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In this ’’Study of the Visual Creative Process Through the Examination of the Artist
and His Art,” there are several basic conclusions about what the parts of creative process
can be for the visual artist. The conclusions that the study are based on have been recorded
as the visual parts of the development of the Holocaust drawings created with the computer
and software as the medium. Because of the seemingly illogical truth in the forms of the
visual arts, the intellectual environment of the arts is a democracy. This democracy is the
freedom to use nonverbal visual parts that provide a dialogue of the artist that is both
illusive and varied. The artist's illusive and varied uses of personal symbolization of
emotions and the use of visual metaphors of shape, provides a platform for an aesthetic
interpretation of the art form. The drawings that were developed for the study provided that
platform for an aesthetic interpretation of the art form. The product of the visual dialogue
did not become apparent until I saw the drawn shapes start to identify the subject. The
intent of a drawing started with an unspoken line that became shapes of a visual
vocabulary. These shapes intuitively became conscious and unconscious symbols during
the create-destroy interaction of the design elements that brought order to the drawing. The
work was illusive and varied because the same lines and shapes could take on a different
meaning with just a slight change of the visual elements on the screen of the computer.
There was not a right or wrong problem. The process seemed to be ”what if?" as seen
below and discussed earlier of the work "Nightmare," in Chapter 4, that "what if?" could
be compared the mistake that becomes an illogical personal symbolization of the subject. I
had to carefully look to see what I had in the drawing. I liked the accident and the abstract
closure of the figure. I thought that the drawing should be saved; it was and I worked on it
later. At first it seemed illogical to save the mistake. But the emotions and the design
elements suggested visual metaphors of the shapes.
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Figure 6.1

Suggested Visual Metaphors

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

When this drawing is seen in sequence with the other working drawings, you
realize that the black areas cover the important details of the drawing. Unfinished work
gives an insight to the creative process of the artist. For the artist, the creative process is the
art in action. The creative process defined the intent of the drawing that was both the
physical use of the medium and the interaction with the intellectual environment. The artist
is the first spectator of his/her visual intentions of artistic forms. Because of the first-hand
knowledge the artist can be in a better position to facilitate an understanding of his/her
creative process of a work. Part of the creative process is to take the things that go wrong
and run with it. You have to carefully look to see what you have.
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Figure 6.2

The Inner Nightmare of the Gas Chamber

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

I kept looking at the earlier mistake. All at once I saw a face instead of the figure
and worked out the drawing. My thought of the drawing as I looked at it again was that I
could name it, "The Inner Nightmare of the Gas Chamber." Now I had a name for the
drawing, but I still did not finish it at the time.
One of the survivor's reactions to the finished drawing "Nightmare" gave new
meaning to me because of the positive reaction to the work. The survivor pointed to the
black hand. That to me was one of the stronger visual elements of the drawing: that was a
symbol of death. She saw the black hand as a strong iron flower, a symbol of hope to her.
I found the reaction very moving but did not use the idea for a new drawing until much
later.
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Figure 6.3

Suggested Visual Metaphors, number 3

Computer generated drawing of the Holocaust series.

As seen in the changes in the drawings from the original intent of the drawing in
Chapter 4, the creative process can be a very personal experience. Then the interaction of
myself and audience, gives me more insight to my personal process if I am willing to look
>

and listen to what other people say about the work.
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A time to look at the visual narrative needs to be provided in an intellectual
environment for both the artist and observer. Time with the work enables them to
experience their own visual creative process. Art makes a nonverbal statement. That idea
has been accepted throughout the history of the human race. The literature of the visual arts
deals too frequently with only the form of the art itself. The general statement recurrently
found in the literature of art, is that we leam about the world and its people through art.
We are able to deal with art because of the aesthetic guidelines that our society has
established. If we accept that art makes a statement and that an artist makes the art, can the
full meaning of the art be known without knowing the artist? There is the question that the
artist Ben Shann became aware of when he was at Harvard, "Do the artists know the
meaning of their art?” It seemed to Shann that the critics thought that the art was able to
exist without the artist. As stated earlier the nature of the visual creative process is that it is
illusive and varied and because of this very nature of both the art and the artist, it is much
easier to depend on the art form because of the established aesthetic guidelines.
Because of the growth of visual communication at this time period in our society, it
is important to avoid using only established guidelines when dealing with visual elements.
It is becoming important that it be asked how and why do artists express themselves.
Without the knowledge of the why and how, the freedom of expression of the artist and an
understanding of the visual arts of both the artist and viewer is limited or even taken away.
We have become aware of this because of the censorship of the arts. Few of the censors
ask why the art was made. How does the viewer or the artist become aware of this
nonverbal creative process? As stated earlier, the nature of the visual creative process is that
it is both illusive and varied. This study is an inquiry of the visual creative process through
the examination of one's inner dimensions: emotional, formal and intellectual, that used
external shapes, forms and media as personal symbols seen in the art created for this study.
There were layers of nonverbal personal symbols in the drawings created during this study.
The drawings express these layers as internal dimensions by using shapes, symbols of
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experiences. These layers of the drawings were seen as relationships to my past and current
experiences both visually and emotionally.
The two drawings in the series "This Way That Way” and the drawing "Distress”
are the drawings that indicated that the creative process used current experiences that were
incorporated into the drawings. The subjects of the drawings had no relationship to the
meetings themselves. It was the experience of the meetings that prompted the ideas for the
drawings. The design elements of the shapes which were used with the computer brought
order to each drawing. The use of the shapes as the symbols were a personal response to
both the reality of and illusion for the theme of the group of Holocaust drawings. The
drawings themselves were not conceived as a literal illustration of the Holocaust, but as an
interpretation of its themes in visual terms. The creative visual process was an interaction of
person, symbols, reality and illusion that can prompt a reaction of a nonverbal intellect.
Personal experience is real. When experience and visual symbols were used in the drawing
the experience became disquised as a visual statement of the theme for the body of work.
The understanding of the work by both myself and the viewer seemed to depend on the
range of investment of both of us to look at, both the art and ourselves. When people
looked and responded to the work, I was able to look at myself on the other side of the
experience. The effect of the viewer reactions to the drawings made me became aware that
there were other levels of meaning to the work. The work became an illusion, the marks
were real but because of the interaction between me and the viewer the meaning of the work
was in constant change. The work became real to the rabbi. When viewing the work, he
said that the drawings made him feel that he was taken back into that time. To me, the work
became an illusion because I could not share the same feelings that he had with the
drawings. Implications in the procedure of the experience of the interaction of myself, the
artist, and the viewer provided a credibility to the work of my imagination.
Implications of this study provides suggestions on how artists can take a more
active role in providing information about the visual creative process.
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Because of the special subjectivity, my project has been intensely personal. It was
not the intention of the study to look at the computer drawing as the product. The goal of
the study was to search for the visual creative process through the examination of an artist
and his art. The drawings provided a platform exposing an inner drive of the visual creative
process. While becoming aware of my personal visual process, I also became aware of my
dealings with my own feelings, memories, and psychological makeup in producing the art
for the study. Sharing this visual information of my creative work with students was a risk
for me as a teacher, but provided a starting point for die students on how to make their own
discoveries in their creative process. After the students became comfortable with me and
their peers, they were asked to do a series of work that made a personal statement. To
explore the students work, the content and style of the students work was rated by three
professional artists. The results of the raters were encouraging and indicated the potential to
support students as artists and actively share with them the artist, teacher, and their own
personal creative process. The results of the study have therefore been limited, but
nevertheless adds to the literature about the visual creative process.
I would suggest that to provide more information about the artist and his/her
creative visual process, that other artists would study in depth, their own visual processes.
This would provide more information because this study indicates creativity is the use of
ones knowledge which has accumulated through study and/or experience; then using the
personal freedom to change this accumulated information into original visual ideas. This
change might break the tradition proceeding the creative idea. The creative process for the
artist goes beyond the tradition of problem solving and provides a personal commitment of
new visual conceptions for both the artist and the viewer. Because the arts break with
tradition, and with the information provided in this study, I suggest, as seen in this study,
that a wide approach to the subject of the visual creative process would provide more
information in how to develop art and teaching art as a visual intellectual discipline. This
would provide an exceptionally broad and flexible awareness of self of both the artist and
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student, and enable both the artist and student to develop their own abilities in their own
artistic way. Art is a cooperative activity for both the artist and audience as seen in the work
produced by the students after viewing the Holocaust drawings. Both the teacher as an
artist, and the students, also artists, shared in a cooperative activity that I found informative
and successful. Sharing my creative process made me more accessible to the students, and
because of this, they were willing to take chances with their work.

Suggestions For Further Research
In concluding this study, I would like to make a suggestion for further research.
First, this study has had a limitation in that it is a project which has been intensely personal
and used as a small sample for the research. The intensity of subject, the Holocaust, may
have placed a limitation on the findings. A larger study could yield more information on the
different orientations of artists and their visual creative processes. Findings from other
artists would help to integrate into the studio of the artist and student, a cooperative activity
of the visual creative process.
It would be interesting to create another major body of work on a different subject,
and compare the differences, if any, on the visual creative processes. Also, with this, it
would be interesting to track the students over a period of time to see if they found and
became more aware of the sources of their personal creative processes.
My work for the study was created on the computer. The experience suggests that the
computer could be a medium that would lend itself as a major source in the future to study
the visual creative process, for students to become aware of their personal creative process.
In closing, I would like to suggest that research of the visual creative process would
continue to explore the universal need for personal expressions of the visual artist and the
creative interaction of the audience. This would have the potential of placing the visual arts
and the understanding of the art on a human level.
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APPENDIX A
MORE ON THE INNER-PROCESS OF THE ARTIST

The artist has always been noted for taking risks with his/her work. The term
“taking risks” has generally refered to the art itself. I became aware that the creative process
for me as a visual artist reflected my inner self. A mark on the surface remains a mark on
the surface until the intent of that mark is realized. When the intent of that mark is realized,
that mark becomes part of my visual vocabulary of my inner self. As an artist, my visual
vocabulary seemed to draw from both real and imagined experiences. The marks and
shapes of the experiences were refined and changed to give a clearer meaning of the intent
of the work to me. The refinement of the marks and shapes became the process in
developing a visual metaphor. The refinement of the shape could either be, at different
times, real or imagined. An example of a personal visual metaphor used in several of the
drawings in the series is the barbed wire. The wire is real to me because of my personal
experiences with barbed wire on my grandparents ranch. In the west,the wire was used
both for control and as a symbol of ownership. The sharp barbs of the wire were deadly to
both man and animals. The shapes of the wire in the drawings became both design
elements and visual metaphors.
Interacting with the viewer of the drawings, I became much more aware of the
visual metaphors seen in the work. The artist and the interaction of the audience is another
risk that the artist takes. Again, the barbed wire is an example. In the drawings, I wanted
the wire to look visually violent. Most people saw the barbs as symbols of violence. This
symbol was successful until someone saw the barbs as birds. This comment gave me a
completely different feeling of the drawings. Now, when I look at the wire in this series of
drawings, I can see both the violence and the birds. When I see them as birds I wonder if
the birds are violent. I have never thought of the birds as violent as compared to the
violence known of in the Holocaust. Some of the viewers have been embarrassed when
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reacting to the drawings. One woman told me that the work was beautiful; then
embarrassed, she looked around hoping that no one had heard her. She explained that the
design of the drawings and the way that I used the medium was beautiful. I told her that I
was glad that she saw the work that way. I explained to her, and later to others, that when
I worked with the design elements on the computer I had to stay centered on the drawings
because of the subject matter. A problem that I have had when working with subjects such
as the Holocaust is, because of that choice, many people not conneccted to the Holocaust
think that I have a dark side,but those who have experienced the Holocaust do not have
that same feeling. In the process of showing the Holocaust drawings to people, I have
become aware that some people who have been abused are very uncomfortable looking at
or even cannot look at the work. In my own experience when looking at the Holocaust
drawings, there are times when I recall acts of violence from the past.
As part of this study a group of students was asked to create a small body of work
that said some thing about themselves. When the students shared their personal work, and
their feelings about their work, there was an interesting thing that happened to the group
later in other art classes. I found that these students were much more supportive of each
other, and they were willing to take more chances with their work.
This helped to prove to me that the process of creating and viewing and sharing art
is a commitment that helps both the artist and the viewer deal with human issues.
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APPENDIX B
EXHIBITIONS OF THE HOLOCAST DRAWINGS AND RELATED WORK
The Longmont Museum, Longmont, Colorado
May, 1992
Holocaust Computer Drawings
Hydrangea House Gallery, Newport, RI
May/June 1992
Fitchburg Art Museum-Group Show
Summer 1991, Fitchburg, MA

Holocaust Computer drawings, Hampden Gallery, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
MA in conjunction with Holocaust Memorial Week with B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
Bartlett Gallery, Atlantic Union College
South Lancaster, MA

Computer drawings-Congregation Agudat Achim
268 Washington Street, Leominster, MA
In conjunction with Holocaust Memorial
Brandstater Gallery at the Visual Art Center, Loma Linda University
Riverside, CA, Nov. 3 thru Dec. 13,1990
International Show, Imagine, Tokyo’89, Organized by Verbum-Joumal of Personal
Computer Aesthetics. La Mesa, CA, 92041
(Three Holocaust drawings) September 21,1989, Tokyo, Japan
Clark University, 16 of the set of 30 Holocaust drawings
April, 1989, Worcester, MA
Computer drawings, Campus Center Gallery, Nov.10 to Oct. 12,1988
Fitchburg State College, Fitchburg, MA
Computer Museum, Boston, MA-Aug. 12 to Oct. 12,1988
Organized by Verbum-Joumal of Personal Computer Aesthetics
La Mesa, CA, 92041
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Grant
Faculty Research Grant-Atlantic Union College Artist and the Holocaust

Workshop
Organized and presented a workshop: Artist and Pain to counselors and
psychiatrists for the Center Bridge Group in Athol, MA
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APPENDIX C
WRITTEN CONSENT FORM

For a research project by Roger Preston, a doctoral student at the School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. "The Realization of the Inner
Dimensions of an Artists Experiences Through In-Depth Interviews."
I am nearing the completion of my work in the area of creativity for the
requirements of the School of Education (Creative Specialty) ED. D. During this time
period in my studies, I have done independent work in the fine arts department.To make
connections I need to do in-depth interviews with people that can relate to the body of my
art work.
As an person interested and knowledgeable of the Holocaust experience , you are
being asked to be a participant in this study. I will conduct an in-depth interview with
you. The interview will be involved with what was your experience when you viewed and
talked about the art work. The structure of the interview will be an interaction of myself
and you to the body of art work. The intent of the questions is not to seek answers to these
questions but to stimulate discussions of your stories and recreate your experiences within
the frame work these questions establish. This study is not a reduction of the highly
complex qualitative phenomemon of creativity but to make connections that will be
disclosed in the interview.
This interview will be audio-taped and later transcribed. The goal is to analyze and
compose the materials from your interview, (you will be one of several people interviewed)
for:
A. Material that might be used for my dissertation.
B. Journal articles.
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c.
(1.) Presentations to artist and students interested in the creative process of what I as
a visual artist have experienced to your reaction to my art work of the Holocaust.
(2.) Presentations to groups such as artist, mental heath counselors, art therapist of
how a computer artist might deal with social issues in his/her personal creative process.
D. Use the transcripts of your interviews for instructional purposes.
In the written material and oral presentations that may use material from the
interviews, your name and/or other peoples names or places will not be disclosed. All
proper names in the transcripts will be changed to an alias of your choice.
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I. While consenting at this time to participate in these interviews, you may at any
time withdraw from the actual interview process.
II. Furthermore, while having consented to participate in the interview process and
having done so, you may withdraw your consent to have specific statements used from
your interviews.
HI. In signing this form you are agreeing to the use of the materials from your
interviews as indicated in A thru D If we were to want to use the materials from your
interviews in any ways not consistent with what is stated, we would contact you to get
your additional written consent.
IV. In signing this form, you are also assuring us that you will make no financial
claims on us for the use of the material in your interview.

At your request, I will be happy to supply you with audiotape copies of your
interviews.
I_,have read the above statement and
agree to participate as an interviewee under the statements stated above.
Signature of participant

_

Signature of interviewer _
Date

_
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1st. interview Date

Time

Place of interview

Signatures of participant/interviewer and date.

2nd. interview Date

Time

Place of interview

Signatures of participant/interviewer and date.

3rd. interview Date_Time
Place of interview

Signatures of participant/interviewer and date.
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APPENDIX D
QUESTIONS TO THE RATERS

I am nearing the completion of my work as a doctoral student at the School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. As an person who is interested and
knowledgeable in the visual arts, you have been asked to view the attached work of several
people and answer a questionnaire, for part of my research.
I am asking you to view each group of work, then answer some questions
concerning the work.
Judgment when viewing the work is to be made with the following criteria:
1.

An agreement to study the attached work with an open standard. This means

looking at the work as a search for intended meaning and how the artist deals with form
and content in that search (and not as a potential product for the marketplace).
A.

The artist's use of unique features in the creation of the work.

B.

How does the artist represent himself or herself as the creator of the work?

Think about the work as a personal visual statement. Think about the organization and
development of the design elements.
2.

A willingness to engage with the work to be judged by appreciating the

process of this artist.
This appreciation needs to be considered in terms of:
A.

How the artist takes risks using visual means and demonstrates intention in

his or her work.
B.

That the viewer guard against subjective bias, personal likes and dislikes

about approach, content and gender.
Each question is to be rated one to five. One will be the lowest and five will be the
highest. The questionnaire will be attached to each individuals group of drawings for your
convenience.
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Questions:
1.

(Principle: the relationship between design and meaning). The media or

design elements, organized around form and expression, give meaning to the work.
2.

(Principle: transfiguration). The shapes/marks demonstrate an evolution

through a process.
3.

(Principle: artist's involvement). The work demonstrates personal

involvement.
4.

(Principle: viewer's response). The work evokes a response in terms of

both feeling and understanding from you, the viewer.
5.

(Principle: organization/purpose). The work reveals intent, complexity and

6.

(Principle: risk). The work demonstrates risk, a going beyond stereotypical

unity.

treatments.
Thank you for your time and interest.
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APPENDIX E
RATERS EVALUATION SHEET

_Number for viewed group.
Each question is to be rated one to five. One will be the lowest and five will be the
highest.

ID 2 □ 3 □ 4D 5 □
Questions: Place an X in the appropriate box for each question below.
1.

(Principle: the relationship between design and meaning). The media or

design elements, organized around form and expression, give meaning to the work.

ID 2D 3D 4D 5 □
2.

(Principle: transfiguration) The shapes/marks demonstrate an evolution

through a process.

ID 2D 3D 4D 5 □
3. (Principle: artist's involvement) The work demonstrates personal
involvement.

ID 2D 3D 4D 5D
4. (Principle: viewer's response). The work evokes a response in terms of
both feeling and understanding from you, the
viewer.l □
5.

2D 3D

4D 5D

(Principle: organization/purpose) The work reveals intent, complexity and

unity.

ID 2D 3D 4D 5D
6.

(Principle: risk) The work demonstrates risk, a going beyond stereotypical

treatments.

ID 2D 3D 4D 5D
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APPENDIX F
RATERS EVALUATION CHART
Rater 1, evaluation of students work
answering questions 1 to 6.
Rated %, 1 is low - 5 is high
1

2

3

4

5

1/1

8%

25%

66%

1/2

77%

16%

1/3

8%

Rater 2, evaluation of students work
answering questions 1 to 6.
Rated %, 1 is low - 5 is high
1

2

3

4

5

2/1

8%

33%

25%

25%

8%

2/2

33%

33%

25%

8%

42%

50%

2/3

8%

42%

33%

16%

1/4

8%

25%

42%

25%

2/4

33%

50%

1/5

16%

8%

33%

33%

2/5

42%

33%

25%

26%

33%

8%

25%

2/6

33%

42%

16%

1/6

8%

Rater 3, evaluation of students work
answering questions 1 to 6.
Rated %, 1 is low - 5 is high
1

2

3/1
3/2

8%

3

4

5

25%

33%

42%

25%

25%

42%

50%

50%

3/3
3/4

8%

33%

25%

42%

3/5

8%

25%

42%

42%

16%

50%

42%

3/6
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8%

16%
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